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Chomsky packs Irish Room Banquet honors
student awardee

"The United States has been
committed, for a long time, to
undermining democracy, while
calling it 'promoting democracy.'
This is the age of Orwell, so the
U.S. calls it 'promoting democracy,'" Noam Chomsky said at the
beginning of his lecture about the
Obama administration's affect on
U.S. politics. These few sentences
were the first of many critical
points Chomsky made throughout
his lecture in the Irish Room.
Noam Chomsky, linguist, philosopher, and scientist, came to
campus Tuesday afternoon to
address the issue ofObama's election and its impacts on this nation
and the world. While Chomsky is
notable for his accomplishments
in linguistics and philosophy, he is
alsoknown for his unconventional
political views, and he used this
lecture to focus on the current political and economic situation.
Larissa Jones, president of
Psi Chi, the national psychology
honors society and A&S '09, was
the driving force behind the effort
to bring Chomsky to campus. The
event was sponsored by Psi Chi,
and is their first major campuswide event as an organization
at BC. "Not many people know
about our organization, so we
wanted to bring a speaker that
many people would enjoy to put
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See Chomsky, A
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Julia Wilson
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University President William P.
Leahy, S.J., presented the Martin
Luther King, Jr. Memorial Committee scholarship to Gerrel Olivier, CSOM '10, last night in Welch
Dining Hall. Students, faculty,
staff, and friends ofBoston College
gathered for the Committee's 27th
annual awards banquet, open to
all members of the BC community.
The banquet is held each year to
award a scholarship to a BC junior
who embodies the essence of the
late Dr. King.
Olivier is director of the AHANA Leadership Council (ALC)
Volunteer Corps and eo-president
of the AHANA Management Academy. The other finalists included
Earl Edwards, Khalif Jackson,
Chrishana White, and Ashley
Woods, all A&S '10. All finalists
received a copy of A Testament of
Hope: The Essential Writings and
Speeches of Martin Luther King,
Jr. and a gift certificate to the BC
Bookstore.
"Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.
said that he believed that the arch

of the moral universe is long, but
it bends toward justice," said Dom
DeLeo, co-chair of the MLK, Jr.
Memorial Committee and associate director of career counseling for graduate programs, in
his welcoming remarks. "Barack
Obama added that the arch does
not move on its own. We have to
put our hands on the arch
we
have to do the work. Tonight we
recognize the work and celebrate
the achievements of students who
have accepted that challenge."
"This year, we had a very deep,
large, and talented pool of applicants," said Dr. June AndrewsHorowitz, co-chair of the scholarship committee and professor in
the Connell School of Nursing.
The committee, consisting of
members from all areas of the BC
community, selected five finalists
out of a pool of 11 students. The
-

application placed equal weight on
students' academic achievements
and community service efforts at
BC and in the greater community.
The scholarship covers 75 percent
of senior year tuition, and the

See Scholarship, A
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By DavidKete
Heights Staff

Noam Chomsky, noted linguist, psychologist, and political theorist, spoke to a capacity crowd in Gasson on Tuesday.

Crosses meet mixed reaction
Michael Caprio
Assoc. News Editor

Students and professors may
have noticed a few changes in the
Boston College atmosphere upon
returning from winter recess:
a fresh blanket of snow on the
landscape, the removal of holiday decorations, and crucifixes
hanging above chalkboards in
every classroom. This University
initiative with the,intention of
promoting Christian art through-

UGBC ELECTIONS
2009 Presidential,
Vice-Presidential
and Senatorial
elections calendar
Thurs., Feb. 12 to
Fri., Feb, 13

Presidential/Vice

Presidential Primaries
Sat, Feb. 14
Results of primaries

announced
Tues., Feb. 17
Final Presidential
Debate, Fulton 511

Thurs., Feb. 19 to
Fri., Feb. 20

Presidential/Vice
Presidential Voting
Thurs., Feb. 19 to
Fri., Feb. 20
Senate Voting

chaired by Rev. T. Frank Kennedy, S.J., and former chairman
of the music department. In a
statement to the BC community,
Kennedy highlighted the purposes and goals of the initiative. "In
a world that is pretty successfully
driven by media (imagery), ours
is a response that seeks to pose
the age-old invitation of Christ
to enter into love
a love that
is made perfect in its unselfishness," he said.
During the past nine years,
-

the committee has developed
Christian art forms throughout
BC's campus. The committee is
responsible for art presentations
such as the St. Ignatius statue
in front of Higgins Hall and the
mosaics offormer Jesuit Superior
General Rev. Pedro Arrupe, S.J.,
and social activist Dorothy Day
in Lyons Hall.
As the program has progressed into its current stages,

See Cross, A

Students and faculty gathered to honor this year's scholarship awardee.

UGBC launches Green Week Petition
gathers
anything relating to sustainability, but

By David Kete
Heights Staff

When Chris Denice, CSOM '09, was
elected president of the Undergraduate
Government of Boston College (UGBC)
last spring, he said he would spend much
of the 2008-2009 school year focusing
on the promotion of sustainability at
BC. This promise has manifested itself
in a number of different ways throughout the year, such as in the placement
of filtered water in the dining halls to
eliminate bottled water and the flat
screen televisions in Eagle's Nest and
Corcoran Commons to eliminate paper
fliers. Denice said these initiatives have
worked to eliminate plastic and paper
waste while also promoting awareness of
sustainability issues on campus. While
these achievements have had their impact on campus life, Denice hopes that
the upcoming BCisGreen Week, which
runs from Sunday, Feb. 15 to Friday, Feb.
20, takes great strides in creating further
awareness among students, faculty, and
administrators.
Denice said BCisGreen Week is a way
to saturate the campus with sustainability awareness. "I want to blanket the
campus with a consistent message so that
it is hard to avoid it," he said. This is not
to say things have not been done in the
past. "I am impressed with the progress
that the administration has made to address it. As a freshman, Idon't remember

in the last two years there has been
more focus on it," Denice said.
BCisGreen Week grew out of
an effort by the UGBC to m
continue to expand current effortsto promote

support

a

sustainability by devoting a whole week
to sustainability

Petition asks for
health referendum

k
M

issues.

By

BCisGreen
Week, in its
entirety,

Matthew DeLuca

News Editor

is

A group of students initiated an online petition last
Sunday to add a referendum
for sexual health to the Undergraduate Government of
Boston College (UGBC) ballot on Feb. 19 and 20. A press
release from BC Students for
Sexual Health said, "Between
Sunday, Feb. 8 at midnight
and Monday, Feb. 9 at 8 p.m.,
1,000 students signed the
petition." Scott Jelinek, an
organizer of the petition and
A&S '10, said that as of yesterday evening there were nearly
1,500 signatures on the online

sponsored and
coordinated
by the UGBC,
but certain
events will be

co-sponsored
by many other
campus organizations. The

BC Bookstore,
dining halls, li-

braries, residenci
halls, faculty, Office for the Dean of
Student Development, and athletics
are all involved in different events continuing
throughout the week.
The week kicks off with the

petition.
The petition, which requires
undergraduates' Eagle ID
numbers to verify their iden-

See Green, A5

See Petition, A
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Sat, Feb. 21
Results of
Presidential, Vice
Presidential and
Senate elections
announced

out campus has received mixed
results from both faculty and
students.
The implementation of the
crosses is part of a program organized by University President
William P. Leahy, S.J., to promote Christian art throughout
the campus through the use of
banners, mosaics, statues and,
most recently, crucifixes. The
administration established the
program in 2000 through the
implementation of a committee
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Researchers concerned over
future of national laboratories

Alum testifies before Congress
on Bernie Madoff investigation

For the past several decades, national laboratories
located throughout California and staffed by University of California employees have served as vanguards
in the advancement of scientific computing, sustainable energy projects, and the human genome project.
Recently, however, the federal Energy Department
has shifted focus away from public universities and
toward private contractors to assist in the research.
Reports from the Obama administration imply that
there is a great possibility that these research facilities will be placed under the control of the Defense
Department, a measure which, some said, will place
research quality and researcher employment in a

Harry Markopolos, BC '97, appeared before a
congressional hearing on Feb. 4 to testify on his personal investigations into financial scheme artist Bernie
Madoff'sinvestment business, which reportedly robbed
investors of approximately $50 billion. Madoff, who has
been hailed as the "Madoff Whistleblower," conducted
much of hisresearch while working for Rampart Investment Securities, a Boston financial firm that he joined
shortly after receiving his masters degree in finance
from BC. Markopolos, who serves as president of the
Boston Security Analysts Society, currently works in
the forensic investigation business, investigating highcaliber corporate accounting fraud.
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Chinese and American colleges and universities. The
University of Michigan has made substantial arrangements for new cross-continental programs with the
East. The University of Michigan-Peking University
Joint Institute offers courses in relatively new subjects,
such as religion and psycholinguistics. in an effort to
encourage Chinese sociologists to explore American
institutions, and is just one out of many examples of
new U.S.-China joint programs aimed at promoting the
social sciences. For years, academic programs between
the two cultures have focused on finance and the hard
sciences, something educators hope to change.

Con man convinces woman he
is rock star, crashes her car
Authorities in Florida said a transient man convinced
a woman that he was the drummer for the rock band Foreigner, stole her Corvette, and crashed it. Police said a
48-year-old man befriended the woman at a Tampa hotel,
saying his namewas Cory James and that he was the drummer for Foreigner. The band has had more than a half dozen
drummers over the years, none of whom were named Cory
James. The two met later at the Clearwater Hilton, where
police said the man conned the valet staff into giving him

Boston school superintendent Carol R. Johnson
announced the budget for Boston public schools last
week. The budget, which amounts to $787 million, is a 5
percent decrease from last year's budget of$833 million.
This decrease, officials said, will inevitably lead to an
increase in teacher lay-offs. School officials said that the
budget cuts will lead to the elimination of 917 positions
in the Boston public school system. Of these positions,
218 are office positions, 699 are school positions, and
372 are teaching positions. This measure is one of many
cost-cutting initiatvies implemented this year.

the woman's 2002 Chevrolet Corvette without her knowledge or consent. He crashed a short time later and ran off.
Police said they used a dog to track him down.

-

A report was filed regarding an
injured party at the Plex who was transported
to a medical facility by ambulance.
-

7:41 p.m.
A report was filed regarding a
fire alarm activation in 110 St. Thomas More
Rd.
-

11:25 p.m. A report was filed regarding a
dispute between a cab driver and a student
over a cab fare. The officer intervened and the
situation was rectified.

1:41 p.m. A report was filed regarding an ill
party in Roncalli Hall who was transported to
a medical facility.
-

Friday, Feb. 6
1:04 a.m. A report was filed regarding a motor
vehicle which was being operated the wrong way
on 21 Campanella Way. The ?driver was issued a
verbal warning and was sent on their way.
-

(617) 552-0547
Classifieds and Collections
(617)552-0364
Fax (617) 552-1753

2:41 a.m. A report was filed regarding larceny
from a vending machine in 110 St. Thomas
More Rd.

Building evacuated due
to 'white powder' in mail
EL PASO, Texas (AP)
A federal law-enforcement building in El Paso was evacuated after two people in the mail room were
exposed to an unknown white powder. FBI
spokeswoman Andrea Simmons said the powder was found yesterday in mail addressed to a
"national public official" whose name she did
not know. The employees who came in contact
with the powder were taken to a hospital as
a precaution. About 200 FBI employees and
nearly 100 U.S. Drug Enforcement Administration personnel were sent home while
hazardous materials crews worked to identify
the substance. Governor's officesin more than
40 states, including Texas, had received mail
in December with an unknown white powder
that authorities later deemed harmless.

"If you could have anyone in the world as
your valentine, who would it be?"

"Johnny Depp."
?Sara Schultz,
CSOM'I2

-

"Giadafrom the Food
Network."
?

3:44 a.m.

-

A report was filed regarding a
suspicious person in Ignacio Hall. The party
was identified.
9:43 a.m.

a

game? Call David Amstutz, Sports
Editor, at (617) 552-0189, or e-mail
sports@bcheights.com.

2:18 a.m. A report was filed regarding vandalism in Walsh Hall.

A report was filed regarding
suspicious circumstance in Cushing Hall.
-

Arts Events
The Heights covers a multitude of
events both on and offcampus including concerts, movies, theatrical
-

performances, and more. Call Zachary Jason, Arts and Review Editor,
at (617) 552-0515, or e-mail review®
bcheights.com. For future events,
e-mail, fax, or mail a detailed description of the event and contact
information to the Arts Desk.

Clarifications / Corrections
The Heights strives to provide its
readers with complete, accurate,
and balanced information. If you

believe we have made a reporting
error, have information that requires a clarification or correction,

questions about The Heights
standards and practices, you may
contact Alexi Chi, Editor-in-Chief,
at (617) 552-2223, or e-mail editor®
or

bcheights.com.

A report was filed regarding an injuredparty in Hardy Hall who was transported
to a medical facility.
-

?

Source: The Boston College
Police Department

Delivery
To have The Heights delivered to
your home each week or to report
distribution problems on campus,
contact Kyle Pochini, General Manager at (617) 552-0547.

Advertising
The Heights is one of the most
effective ways to reach the BC
community. To submit a Classified, Display, or Online Advertisement, call our Advertising office at
(617) 552-2220 Monday through
Friday.

The Heights is produced by BC
undergraduates and is published
on Mondays and Thursdays during
the academic year by
The Heights, Inc.
(c) 2009. All rights reserved.

Larry VanHouten,

A&S '10

a

-

4:11 p.m.

Business and Circulation

Sports Scores
Want to report the results of

-

6:13 p.m.

Business and Operations
GeneralManager (617) 552-0169
Advertising (617) 552-2220

News Tips
Have a news tip or a good idea for
a story? Call Matthew DeLuca,
News Editor, at (617) 552-0172, or
e-mail news@bcheights.com. For
future events, e-mail, fax, or mail
a detailed description of the event
and contact information to the
News Desk.

Voices from the Dustbowl

2/5/09 2/6/09

3:42 p.m. A report was filed regarding an ill
party in Higgins Hall who was transported to
a medical facility.

Editorial
General (617) 552-2221
Managing Editor (617) 552-4286
News Desk (617) 552-0172
Sports Desk (617) 552-0189
Marketplace Desk (617) 552-3548
Features Desk (617) 552-3548
Arts Desk (617) 552-0515
Photo (617)552-1022
Fax(6l7) 552-4823

CUSTOMER SERVICE

Police Blotter

-

Editor-in-Chief(617) 552-2223

EDITORIAL RESOURCES

-

Public school budget cuts to
affect local school employees

-

-

NATIONAL

A rising interest in the social sciences in China has

LOCAL

3:28 p.m.
A report was filed regarding officers who responded to a report of an odor
of marijuana in Hillside Cafe. After a consent
search, a small quantity of marijuana was
confiscated.

21°

NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE

The federal
KINGLAKE, Australia (AP)
government said Thursday it will clear away
hurdles, that have stalled a nationwide fire
alert telephone system, after thousands of
people were caught by surprise by the most
deadly wildfires in Australia's history. Privacy
laws and bickering between state officials over
funding had snarled the plan for years, The
Australian newspaper reported Thursday. But
there is a new urgency after the weekendblazes
in Victoria state killed at least 181 people.
Officials said the death toll could exceed200.
Attorney General Robert McClelland said the
plan had been raised in 2004 under the previous government, but state officials had failed
to agree on details and no steps have been
taken to change privacy laws that bar emergency services from accessing the national
telephone number data base.

sparked an increase in joint programs between both

UNDER REPORTED

-

nn '

A Guide to Your
Newspaper

United States institutions
promote social sciences abroad

In a recent article in The Boston Globe, Harold Petersen, a professor in the economics department, gave
a political analysis of the stimulus legislation, which
was agreed upon by Congress yesterday afternoon. In a
statement released to the Globe, Petersen said that "the
bill is marginally better than nothing, but just marginally." Petersen also referred political agendas associated
with the bill as a hindrance to progress. "It is Nancy
Pelosi's bill, with almost everything on her wish list. We
very much need a stimulus but we could have done so
much better," Petersen said. The stimulus bill contains
$789 billion in tax cuts and government programs and
currently awaits President Obama's signature.

8:59 a.m. A report was filed regarding an
injured party in Devlin Hall. After first aid,
the party refused further assistance.

|

"

dangerous position.

Economics professor gives
analysis of stimulus legislation

Thursday, Feb. 5

s

Australia to change privacy
laws in light of wildfires
-

UNIVERSITIES

!

"My mom."
?Brian Crowley,
CSOM 11

CORRECTIONS
Please send
corrections to editor@
bcheights.com
with 'correction'
in the subject line.
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Juicy Campus shutdown due to financial strain
students to publish gossip and
rumors anonymously. In a dis-

The online gossip Web site Juicy Campus, which catered to colleges across the United States, shut down on Feb. 5.
By

Ana Lopez

tanking ad revenues as the culprit
inthe demise ofthe site. "In these
historically difficult economic
times, online ad revenue has
plummeted and venture capital
funding has dissolved," said the
letter, published on the official
Juicy Campus blog site. "Juicy
Campus' exponential growth
outpaced our ability to muster
the resources needed to survive

Asst. News Editor
The Web site JuicyCampus.
com, popular among college students across the United States,
was recently shut down due to
financial strain.
A letter written by Juicy Campus founder Matt Ivester, a graduate of Duke University, named
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this economic downturn, and as
a result, we are closing down the
site as of Feb. 5,2009."
Long abhorred by university
administrators and students alike,
Juicy Campus has served as a
point of constant consternation
and debate on college campuses
since it was founded in Aug. 2007.
Juicy Campus was a Web site that
enabled college and university
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campus."
The question of the legitimacy
of the posts was also called into
question. "It is the same small,
pathetic group of people posting all of the material on Juicy
Campus," said Allie Zawalich,
CSOM '12. "Those who read
JuicyCampus and realize that not
everything there is true arguably
gain valuable skills about taking
what you read onthe Internetwith
a grain of salt," Pabst said. '
Though it never took hold of
the BC community, Juicy Campus
enthralled the student body at
schools such as Georgetown University and Pepperdine University
for the year and half it was in existence. Administratorsin both of
these schools, as well as several
others across the nation, tried
in vain to ban Juicy Campus by
blocking it from their university's
wireless networks.
According to an editorial
posted in Georgetown's newspaper, The Hoya, "Juicy Campus
is a dangerous and undesired
element, a cancer to our community, and action needs to be
taken against its potential to do

harm to our school."
The student government of
Pepperdine University appealed
to the administration of the university in January 2008, pleading
for a block to be placed on thesite.
The administration did not enact
the block.
Other universities, such as
Texas Christian University, took
action against Juicy Campus, urging advertisersnot to purchase ads
on the Web site. In 2008, Google
removed Juicy Campus from its
widespread Internet advertising
network due to the "excessive
profanity" featured on the site.
"Juicy Campus was in violation of
our terms of service," said Daniel
Rubin, a Google spokesperson.
Juicy Campus used another advertising network before finally
shutting down last week.
The main argument held in
opposition of blocking the Web
site on campuses or anywhere else
is the right of students to have
freedom over their Internet usage. A University of lowa editorial
published last year in The Daily
lowan said, "Laws are laws, and
they must be followed, but the
government must

discriminate

between just and unjust actions
with better judgment than the
members of JuicyCampus.com

discriminatebetween acceptable
and unacceptable behavior. Administrators of campus Internet
networks are equally responsible
for not blocking this or any other
web site. Juicy Campus would be
the beginning of a chain reaction
of censorship; a critical hole in
the dike."
Before it shut down, Juicy
Campus catered to over 500
colleges and universities nationwide. \u25a0 .

SEASA sparks student
creativity in annual event
:

_

cussion board format, students
were able to post material on the
site regarding peers, professors,
or other aspects of campus life.
There were no restrictions on the
type of material that could be
posted. Other students were then
able to respond to these remarks
through comments, refuting or
affirming their legitimacy. "The
anonymity of these sites, along
with the ease of acoess and the
wide audience are all basic draws,"
said Johanna Pabst, professor in
the sociology department. "You
can post something that you
would never say inreal life because
it could be attributed to you."
The web address that once
led to Juicy Campus now directs
visitors to a site called College
ACB, which is similar to the Juicy
Campus site in the sense that it
allows students'to engage in "free
anonymous college discussion."
According to a letter linked to
the College ACB homepage introducing the site, "With the recent
closing of Juicy Campus, students
nationwide were left scouring the
Internet, in search of an honest
and engaging, web-based community. They have found the
Anonymous Confession Board."
The letter continues, presenting
the mission statement of College
ACB as. "The College ACB or
College Anonymous Confession
Board seeks to give students a
place to vent, rant, and talk to
college peers in an environment
free from social constraints and
about subjects that might otherwise be taboo."
College ACB was originally developed by recent college
graduates Andrew Mann of John

Hopkins University and Aaron
Lamer of Wesleyan University.
Peter Frank, a freshman at Wesleyan University, is the current
facilitator of the site.
Boston College students suspected that the loss of Juicy
Campus would not be very detrimental to the BC community. "I
think that BC students were not
that active on Juicy Campus because we do not have fraternities
or sororities like other colleges,"
said Michelle Meyer, CSOM '12.
"I'm sure if we had social groups
such as that, Juicy Campus would
have been a much bigger deal on

By Hilary Chasse
Heights Editor

The fourth annual Southeastern Asian Student Association
(SEASA) event "Bold Words,
Loud Tongue" took place this
Monday. The event showcased

various Boston College student
poets, dancers, singers, and spoken word artists. There were also
several professional musical acts,
including nationally recognized
DJ Neebor and hip-hop violinist
Paul Dateh. The free show was
sponsored by SEASA in order to
bring the Southeast Asian community together by reaching outside
BC as well as the Southeast Asian
student body at BC.
Aaron Pavayno, A&S '12, and
Mark Floridio, President of the
Phillipine Society of Boston College (PSBC) and A&S '09, emceed
the event and explainedthat apart
from providing entertainment,
the SEASA hopes to shed light
on some of the issues that plague
Southeastern Asians at BC and
elsewhere. "Southeastern Asians
are the victims of unfortunate
events due to industrialization,
genocides, disease, and ultimately
poverty," Floridio said. They also
spoke about the challenges that

Southeastern Asian immigrants'
face and the stereotypes surrounding them. "Southeastern Asians
have a low college application ratio
and there are very few individuals
in the media," Floridio said. "With
great oppression comes great
expression."
The numerous BC performers
included spoken word artist Eric
Lopez, CSOM '11, who performed
three pieces about his experience
growing up a second-generation
Columbian-American. "Shows
like 'Bold' make it possible for
people of different cultures at BC
to come together and have a good
time around a shared passion, in
this case a passion for hip hop,"
Lopez said. "The whole show was
great and SEASA did an amazing job with the performances
they lined up and the main act
they brought; they kept my head
bo_pping throughout the event."
The dance group Bullet Proof
Theory, a mixture of BC and BU
students, also performed to music provided by professional DJ
Neebor. The headlining act was
hip-hop violinist Paul Dateh and
Public Enemy's DJ Johnny Juice.
The show also featured a student
artwork display.
SEASA represents the coun-

tries that make up Southeast
Asia: Brunei, Cambodia, East
Timor, Indonesia, Laos, Malaysia,
Myanmar, Philippines, Singapore,
Thailand, and Vietnam. The goal
for SEASA is to empower the
Southeastern Asian community

and preserve its culture through
educational, cultural, social, and
political events throughout the
year, and to reach out to the surrounding and extended community
and teach them about the cultures
of Southeast Asian countries.
SEASA is a part ofthe Asian
Caucus which represents seven
cultural clubs on BC's campus.
The SEASA show "Bold Words,
Loud Tongue" is one of the
many cultural shows that take
place during the semester. The
South Asian Student's Association (SASA) held their show
Dhoom Dhamaka last week
and the Chinese Student Association and the Korean Student
Association will have a show
this Friday. The Asian Caucus
represents the entire Asian
population ofBC and strives to
create a cohesive group between
the seven different cultural clubs
to present a united front to the
University in political, social,
and educational issues. \u25a0

*

The "Bold Words, Loud Tongue" event sponsored by SEASA, featured student performances of spoken word and dancing.
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Chomsky speaks on politics, Obama administration
office by thefinancial services industry, that is your
so
you have got to do what you can for them"
constituency,

"When you are put into

Noam Chomsky
Linguist and Cognitive Scientist
?

it developed, and what he thinks Obama
has begun doing about it. Chomsky described Hans Ferguson's investment theory
of politics and said, "Elections are occasions in which groups of investors coalesce
to invest and control the state, and you
can predict from the investments what the
policy is going to be. This is a remarkably
good predictor..."
Chomsky said that Obama's record as
president, with his cabinet selection and
first few policies, has been consistent with
this theory. "The massive contributions
to the Obama campaign were from the financial industries, which much preferred
Obama to McCain." Chomsky said, "Everything that has happened since just accords
with this. The first thing Obama did was
select his cabinet
Rahm Emmanuel, his
chief of staff, was probably the recipient
of more funding from the financial services
industry than anybody in the House, and
he himself has a background as an investment banker."
Chomsky said that Obama's leading economic adviser, Robert Rubin, served Bill
Clinton as Secretary of Treasury and had as
his main accomplishment the undermining
of the Glass-Steagall Act, "which was new
deal legislation that protected commercial
banks from risky investments, separating
them from investment firms." He said that
the undermining of this law led directly ,to
...

...

jTJT_?

of the ending
of this legislation, which allowed Rubin to
make a windfall upon taking his position
with Citigroup
and also led to
its demise and

ifc
bankruptcy.
Chomsky said
that by appointing
Rahm Emmanual and
Robert Rubin, both of
whom have strong ties
to the investment banking industry, to top ad-

visory positions', Obama

will not be fundamentally
different in his handling of the
economic situation. Chomsky
said that Obama will most
likely do what needs to ,
be done get through the
crisis but end up leaving
the economy in the hands
of the same people who brought
it down in the first place.
"The people who destroyed the
economy are the ones being called
upon to do something about it," he
said. "When you are put into office
by the financial services industry, that
'

our name out there," Jones said. She noted
the importance Chomsky has had in the
field of psychology and said that this work
was a large part of the reason for bringing
him to campus. However, he kept mainly to
political issues, at Jones's request, because
she believed that this would attract more
people. "This topic will relate to a wider
audience, so that more of the BC community can enjoy the event," she said.
The crowd at the event flowed out the
doors of the Irish Room. Chomsky began
by congratulating President Obama on his
election that was, he said, "inconceivable
30 or 40 years ago." Then he began an
analysis of Obama's campaign, selection
of Cabinet, and early presidential policies
from a different perspective than most political analysts.
He spent the remainder of the lecture
discussing topics ranging from the political
situation in Bolivia to an offhand comment
about toothpaste to remarks about the impact of the Internet to definitive statements
about the foundations of the U.S. economy.
At the end of the brief lecture, Chomsky
took a few questions, and then concluded
his lecture, leaving all those in the audience
pondering his atypical political thoughts.
Chomsky's main comments concerned
the current economic crisis, why he thinks

investments because

J

Chomsky, from Al

the coalescence of Citigroup, which Rubin
immediately joined upon leaving office with
Clinton.
Chomsky said that;
Citigroup was allowed
Jjp
to take part in risky

is your constituency, so you have got to do
what you can for them."
Aside from this particularly relevant
talk about Obama's presidency thus far,
Chomsky deviated into some other areas such as the recent political situation in Bolivia, a country that he
said, "elected a poor peasant, one of their own, to
>
implement policies that
they designed. That's
democracy." Chomsky
said the small, Bolivian
V version of democracy
is an example of the
f true practice of democracy. He described.
Bolivia as the polar
opposite of the better'
known American brand.
At the end of the lecture,
several students raised
questions regarding Obama,
J
the U.S. economy, and the Israel' Palestine conflict. Chomsky,
after giving his responses on these
topics, left to another round of thunderous applause. "Chomsky
sounded too much like
a conspiracy theorist,"
Jason Goode, A&S '11,
said. "He offered a lot
of good insights into
contradictions between
what we see and what
is actually happening
§

in the world. But at the
same time he seemed a
little overly cynical." \u25a0
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Over 1,000 students
support referendum
Petition, from Al
tities, cites the availability of
affordable testing for sexually transmitted infections,
availability of prescriptions
for birth control medications
on campus, and' availability
of condoms to all students.
"We started meeting back in
December, and it was roughly
a small group of students who
all noticed we had the same
concerns. It all happened very
organically," Jelinek said.
Rachel Lamorte, A&S
'10, said that the group that
formed around the issue of
sexualhealth is in a particular
place to affect change at BC.
"I think a lot of students have
the same concerns, but we all
have a lot of experience," she
said. Jelinek and Lamorte,
along with Melissa Roberts,
A&S '10, and Alexandra Saieh,
A&S '09, said that they do
not represent any particular
campus group or organization, but rather the interests
of a large segment of the BC
population.

"We're not working within UGBC," Jelinek, who is a
UGBC senator, said. "We're
not working for any specific
group." The students have
been meeting with administrators, who Jelinek said have
been largely receptive to their
proposals. Jelinek also said
that he had taken the class
HIV/AIDS Ethics and that
they, had spoken with several
nurses in University Health
Services.
Jelinek said that the group
spent some time determining just how they could get
the referendum on the ballot.
They spoke with the Elections
Committee and Vice President
for Student Affairs Patrick
Rombalski before determining that it would require 1,000
undergraduate signatures to
include their concerns on the
elections ballot.
"There havebeen some past
attempts to address these issues on campus," Saieh said.
"I think they have been addressed, but we're going about
it in a different way than any
other group."
Jelinek said that BC Students for Sexual Health has
done research into how other
schools, specifically Loyola
University in Chicago, Georgetown University, and the University of San Francisco, have
handled these issues on their
campus. The site hosting the
petition also features screen
shots of the sections on BC's
and Georgetown's Web sites
that address sexual issues.
Georgetown's is significantly
longer and more informative.
Jelinek said that there is a
stark comparison between the

two. "They say condom use is

valid... that it prevents spread
of infection."
This deficiency is due in
part, Lamorte said, to a lack
of communication between
administrators and students.
"BC has suffered from a big
disconnect between students
and administrators. Administrators are much more receptive
to students working to address
campus issues," she said.
Roberts said the availability
of birth control medication for
women is also an issue. She
said that the current system
encourages duplicity, and that
women are forced to hide their
intentions when they go to
health services. "Any system
that encourages you to lie about
your symptoms is not working,"
she said.
Lamorte cited other reasons
for taking "the pill," which
include acne prevention and
regulation of menstrual cycles.
"There are perfectly valid reasons [unrelated to birth control] women can use the pill,"
Lamorte said.
Jelinek said that they are
not asking for the University to
deny any of its Catholic principles. "We are very aware of
the Jesuit-Catholic nature of
BC," Jelinek said. "We're not
looking for the University to
buy condoms." Some alumni
have dedicated that they would
not support such actions and
that they would withdraw their
donations if the University ever
considered providing condoms
directly to students. Jelinek
said that, instead, they want
"some mechanism to have them
on campus and distribute them
to students." He said that in
Georgetown dorms, there are
designated people who can
distribute condoms to students
who request them.
Jelinek said that Rombalski is "open to dialogue," and
"very interested in addressing
the way in which the University
addresses the health concerns
of its students."
"We've created a strategy
that is very workable for the
administration and students,"
Lamorte said. The group said
they are pleased to have gotten
such a positive response from
students and that they have
received only a small amount
of negative criticism.
Christopher Denice, UGBC
president and CSOM '09, said
"I'm think there are a lot of
students calling for this, but it
came as news to me that they
were putting it on the ballot."
He said that he was not aware
ofpast efforts to address these
specific issues with the administration. "This was never really
discussed or put into play at
all with the administration,"
he said. \u25a0

ANNIE BUDNICK / HEIGHTS STAFF
The Martin Luther King, Jr., Memorial Scholarship is given each year to a representative junior. Leahy spoke of the importance of hope in the development of young student's goals and careers.

Junior recognized with MLK scholarship
Scholarship,from Al
scholarship winner is expected to
participate in other Committee
projects and assist in the selection
of the scholarship winner for the
next year.

The MLK, Jr. Memorial Committee has sponsored Advanced
Study Grantsfor the past two years
and co-sponsors events during
Black History Month, like Black
Family Weekend. The Committee
also sponsors the MLK Fellows
Program, which provides support
for student academic and research
projects, and the MLK, Jr. and
Amanda V. Houston community
service awards. "The Committee's
goal is to try to educate and engage
the BC community with the ide-

als and philosophy of Dr. King in
terms of social justice and racial
equality," DeLeo said.
Rev. Howard McLendon, campus minister, gave the invocation.
Voices of Imam and Black Faculty,
Staff, and Administrators Association Choir performed before the
buffet dinner. Keynote speaker and
former ambassador to Nigeria and
Senegal, Walter C. Carrington, a
personal friend of Dr. King, spoke
before Eric Asuo-Mante,the 2008
MLK, Jr. Memorial Committee
scholarshiprecipient and A&S '09,
delivered his speech.
Carrington called on all students present to realize the inherent obligation of education. "When
you leave here, you will be part of
a privileged few," Carrington said.

"No matter what circumstances
you come from, remember that
most black Americans have not
had the opportunity to go to
college. It is our task to do everything we can to see that poverty
is alleviated here and around the
world." Carrington recognized a
member of the audience worthy
of commendation, Tom Simmons,
the oldest living black graduate of
Boston College Law School.
Asuo-Mante stressed MLK,
Jr.'s call for unity in his address.
"Martin Luther King, Jr. stressed
to show that keeping silent while
others suffered broke the cohesiveness of this world. Dr. King
beseeches us to care and look out
for one another," Asuo-Mantesaid.
"To this year's finalists: it's not

about winning or losing but about
what you will do to affect this world
in a positive way. Let us thinkwhat
would have happened if Barack
Obama, Martin Luther King, Jr.,
Rosa Parks all those who sought
to change the course of history
had decided to sit back in silence;
where would we be today?"
"Tonight speaks to me about
hope - about what individuals who
have desire and commitment but
most of all hope can accomplish,"
said Leahy before announcing the
scholarship winner. "Each of the
finalists has hopes, and for each of
them we have great expectations.
We must live in hope. We must
desire to help make our world better. That's what these five finalists
have shown." \u25a0
-

-
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Heights appoints new staff members
Heights

Staff Report

The Heights is proud to introduce the new members of
its 23-person stafffor the 2009
spring semester. Staff members
to support the Sports section
include.Dan Cagen, A&S '09;
Charles Moore, A&S '11; Mark
Nugent, A&S '09; Daniel Popko,
A&S '11; and Brad Zak, CSOM
'11.
Staffers in the Arts & Review
section will include Greg Kita,
A&S '12; Chris Dewey, A&S '10;
John Delfino, A&S '11; and Ben
Shonbrom, A&S '11.
Aiding the News section
are David Kete, A&S '11; Patrick Gallagher, A&S '11; Julia

Wilson, A&S '11; and Caroline

Pepek, A&S.'ll.
Marketplace staff members

will be Daniel Martinez, A&S
'12, and Patricia Harris, A&S
'10. Features staff members will
be Lauren Viola, A&S '11, and
Christine McClary, A&S '11.
Andrew Powell, CSOM '11,
and Annie Budnick, A&S '12,
will serve as staff members in
the photo department; Michael Saldarriaga, A&S '11,
and Amanda Huang, A&S '11,
have been selected as staffers
in the graphic design department. Kelly Cupo, CSOM '11,
and Blair Thill, A&S '09, will
serve as staff members in the
copy department.

Last year, the 2008 editorial
board of The Heights voted to
enact a new policy to transform
the way the paper handles its
staff. Prior to this semester,
staff members had few opportunities to do more for The
Heights than write stories; all
writers became staff members
after writing a certain number
of stories.
Under the new policy, staff
members are selected through
an application and interview
process on a semesterly basis;
those selected as staff will be
given more responsibilities in
writing, working in the Heights
office on production nights,
and aiding in conceptualizing

the content and design of their
section. Conversely, they will
also be more integrated into the
Heights community, inside the
office and out.
The 23 new staff members
of The Heights bring a wealth
of creativity and new ideas to
the paper's 38-person editorial
board. With the commitment
and talent of its newly selected
staff, The Heights
believe.s it will
be able to produce an improved
publication twice a week.
Those interested in writing
for The Heights or becoming
a Heights staff member next
semester should contact editor@bcheights.com for more

information.

\u25a0
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Universities abandon the arts when forced to cut expenses
By

Patrick Gallagher

decision to close the Rose Art
Museum and sell off its $350
million art collection, according
. Wednesday evening, House to a report by The Boston Globe.
and Senate leaders were able to The announcement to sell thecolcome to an agreement on a maslection, comprised of over 7,000
sive economic stimulus plan, said works by artists such as Roy Lichto be worth $789 billion dollars
tenstein and Andy Warhol, came
in aid. The bill, which devotes in response to a budget shortfall.
large portions to tax breaks and
In response to harsh criticism
infrastructure spending, is the over the decision, Brandeis Uniculmination of efforts to reconversity President Jehuda Reinharz
cile Democrats and Republicans has since apologized for the hanin order to garner enough votes dling of the announcement. He
to pass the plan through both
clarified his previous statement,
houses of Congress.
saying that the museum would
. The final legislation, valremain open but would include
ued considerably lower than the more student and faculty exhiboriginal House and Senate Dians.
its as it is converted to an eduthat were worth
cational center
$820 and $838
"As one the
for students and
billion, respecaccordnation's most sought faculty,
tively, is expected
ing to the Globe
universities,
to be on President
report.
desk
by
Obama's
"Part of the
we believe that the
the end of the
University's misoverall educational sion is to preserve
week to be signed
into law.
and pass on the
a
However, not
greatest works of
everyone- was residential university our culture," said
pleased with the experience will never interim Dean of
bailout's final paA&S David Quigbe surpassed'.'
rameters, which
ley. "This past
cut significant
fall, as the econportions of aid
omy collapsed, I
Jack Dunn,
from education
University Spokesman was not the only
and healthcare to
member of the
make room for several tax cuts University community who found
favored by Republicans.
nourishment and inspiration in
"I am not happy with it," said the Rouault exhibition at the
Sen. Tom Harkin (D-Iowa) to McMullen [Museum]."
reporters. "You are not looking
Quigley and BC officials have
at a happy camper. I mean, they repeatedly reassured students and
took a lot of stuff out of educafamilies that they are committed
tion. They took it out of health, to maintaining a reputation of exschool construction, and they put cellence in the liberal arts and to
strengthening the overall Boston
it more into tax issues."
The removal of large portions College experience.
offunding for education comes as
"As one of the nation's most
sought after universities, we
universities, struggling to find alternatives in the spiraling market,
believe that the overall educahave instituted major cuts in the tional benefits of a residential
university experience will never
areas of the arts and music.
Just over a week ago, Brandeis be surpassed," said University
University, located in nearby spokesman Jack Dunn.
Waltham, Mass., announced its
Financial situations similar

Heights Staff

of

after

benefits of

?

Brandeis University announced that, due to efforts to cut expenses, they would be closing the Rose Art Museum, and would sell off their art collection, valued at approximately $350 million.
to that of Brandeis University
have seen Miami University of

programs.

1

Ohio and Texas Tech shut down
campus radio stations, according
to a report from The Chronicle of
Higher Education. Additionally,
Utah State University may stop
its academic press, and Bowdoin
College, with a reputation for
being strong in the arts, may be
forced to cut their university jazz
ensemble.
"The college experience is not

quality of student life and what
makes BC special."
At this week's annual meeting
of the National Association ofIndependentColleges and Universities, the economic belt-tightening
has administrators worried about
the once unimaginable possibility
of having to cut entire academic

something you want to cut corners
on," said Chris Denice, president
ofthe Undergraduate Government
ofBC (UGBC) and CSOM '09. "I
think they're trying to do their
best on campus to maintain the

In a press release from the
House of Representatives Committee on Education and Labor,
Chairman George Miller (D-CA)
plans on holding a series of hearings in the spring to examine
the impact of the arts and music
on education and on the U.S.
economy.

"Research shows that when
students are exposed to arts and
music, they perform better in other subjects," Miller said. "These
hearings will give Congress the
opportunity to hear from experts
in these fields abouthow supporting the arts and music can help us
build a stronger America."
According to the report, arts
organizations generate $166.2 billion annually and support 5.7 million jobs,ranging from "musicians
to teachers to sound editors."
However, Rep. Miller was
discouraged by cuts in education
funding that were initiated in the
Senate version of the bailout and
ultimately carried over to the final

agreement.
"With more Americans losing their jobs by the day, we
must make every effort to bring
that figure up," said Miller in a
Committee on Education and
Labor release. "The $14 billion
to repair, renovate, and update

public schools included in the
House plan would create at least
315,000 more jobs thanwhat the
Senate bill generates. Modernizing our schools and colleges
is a common-sense way we can
quickly create jobs while helping
our students get a 21st century
education and should get restored
to this plan as negotiations move
forward." \u25a0 .

Week encourages Crucifixes standard in all classrooms
green awareness
Cross, from Al

University administrators share
the same sentiments and stress
the importance of reflecting the

movie channel is getting involved
with BCisGreen Week and will University's religious tradition
Duke basketball game on Sunday, show movies related to global through the symbols. University
warming and sustainability. It
spokesperson Jack Dunn said
where the first 7,500 fans in attendance will get BC Superfan shirts will feature a new movie each that thereligious icons play a role
printed in green ink to promote day to promote awareness of in the University's identity. "As a
Jesuit, Catholic university, the
sustainability. Denice said that environmental issues.
Dierdre Manning, director of effort to promote Christian art
the week of the Duke game was
specifically chosen forBCisGreen sustainability, said, "BCisGreen reflects our pride in and our commitment to our religious heritage
Week because it afforded the Week will promote existing pracopportunity to get noticed by tices and look to improve them, and the role it plays in fostering
the Catholic intellectual tradition
as well as adding new ones."
a television audience as well as
those attending the game, which Several sustainable practices that we celebrate as a university,"
are already in efDunn said.
is expectedto sell
Some faculty members, howfect around camout quickly. Other
"I think that this
pus, noticeably in ever, were not as enthusiastic
events include a
is a
the dining halls. about the University project.
panel on PresiPaul Davidovits, a professor in
"Thirty five perdent Obama's
all cent
opportunity
the chemistry department, said
of food exenergy and enviwalks
penditures in the in an e-mail that the placing
ronmental policy,
of the crucifixes in classrooms
a lecture by Jerry on campus to become BC dining halls
"undermines" the efforts ofBC in
Greenfieldon Ben involved in the green goes toward local, organic, or recent years to create an inclusive
and Jerry's Ice
otherwise enenvironment.
movement, learn
Cream promot"Boston College has become
vironmentally
ing sustainabilabout it, see what you preferable food," a highly respected world-class
ity and environuniversity. At the same time, the
mental values in are interested in, and Manning said.
provided opportuniWhile
BCisbusiness, a green
small Green Week is a University
change a
for
students
to deepen their
ties
career panel, and
practices"
major promotion commitment to Catholicism,
a green pub seof sustainability,
to Catholic-Jesuit values, and
ries. A full schedDenice said he religious sensitivities. Placing
ule of events can
Deirdre Manning,
Catholic iconography in classhopes that stube found on the
Director of
dents, adminisrooms undermines the successUGBC Web site.
Sustainability
ful efforts of Boston College to
trators, and facThree student
be a university that welcomes
push
won't
ulty
organizations oriented toward sustainability and the issue to the back of their all students, faculty, and staff,"
minds after the week is over. he said.
conservation, Real Food BC, SusDavidovits said that the
tain BC, and Ecopledge, will have "Hopefully; the message resoinformation tables set up at many nates more and students modify president's office's lack of comand
of the events throughout BCis- their behavior a little bit and will munication with the faculty
matGreen Week. These organizations possibly share it with someone the provost's office on the
else," he said. "Sustainability ter was both "distressing" and
will give people the opportunity
is more like a way oflife than a "alienating" to both himself and
to become directly involved with
his employees.
efforts
at
BC
one-time program."
imsustainability
' "I think the fact that he
Davidovits is not the only facmediately after learning about
ulty member who has expressed
has brought different educathese issues.
tional forums to BC has given his dissatisfaction regarding the
Aside from the events thatwill
Scott,
take place during the week, there the students the opportunity to new measure. Lawrence
in the chemisalso
a
professor
change
educated
and
enbecome
promote
will be initiatives to
their mindset for the positive," try department, shares many of
ergy awareness and sustainability
Manning said of Denice. She Davidovits sentiments on the
at the Bookstore and throughout
e-mail
the residence halls, libraries, and noted that the diversity of events, issue. Scott said in an
that while he shares many idedining halls. The residence halls from athletic events to seminars
als with the Jesuits, he believes
will host an energy conservation on ethical practices in busithat the placement of crucifixes
contest throughout the month of nesses to a green career fair, will
in classrooms is a hindrance to
serve to draw as many students
February to promote simple ways
aspirations of the
that students can help make BC toward BCisGreen Week events the greater
University.
as possible. "I think that this is
greener in their daily life. Dining
"I was proud to read in the
a wonderful opportunity for all
will participate by featuring loInstitutional Master Plan that
cally grown food in a section of different walks of life on campus
the dining halls and by offering to become involved in the green my institution is committed 'to
movement, learn about it, see becoming the leader in liberal
a discount one day for those who
instead
of
"to
what you are interested in, and arts education among American
to
use
china
choose
It seems to me,
go" containers. The Bookstore is change a few small practices. The universities.'
however, that the mounting of
selling reusable steins for use at impact of many can be huge,"
religious artifacts on the walls in
the green pub series. Even the BC Manning said. \u25a0
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wonderful
for
different
of life

few

'
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campus classrooms will almost

certainly reduce the ability of
Boston College 'to achieve the
quality and reputation we seek,
to achieve the diversity of perspectives that are essential to
the fullness of our intellectual
and cultural life, and to fulfill
the commitment to our students
to prepare them for citizenship,
service, and leadership in a global
society,'" Lawrence said, quoting text from the Institutional
Master Plan.
Amir Hoveyda, also a professor in the chemistry department,
declined to comment on the issue. In a recent article published
in the higher education journal
Inside Higher Ed, Hoveyda said
that "a classroom is a place where
(he) is supposed, as a teacher, to
teach without any bias, to teach
the truth."
Hoveyda also said he is concerned over the nature in which
the measure was carried out. "For
18 years, I taught at a university
where I was allowed to teach in
an environment where I felt
comfortable.And all the sudden,
without any discussion, without
any warning, without any intellectual debate, literally during
the middle of the night during
a break, these icpns appear,"
Hoveyda told reporters.
University administrators
have reacted to the faculty comments by re-affirming the significance of the crucifixes while
at the same time attempting
to promote increased dialogue
between the faculty and administration. "Faculty members are
free to disagree and express their
opinions and what we hope is
that given our role as a national
leaderin fostering inter-religious
dialogue, our efforts to celebrate
our Jesuit Catholic heritage
through Christian art will lead
to further open discussions with
those who do not share our faith
tradition or beliefs," Dunn said.
While a number of professors have take'n a stand against
the program, the majority of
faculty members have not been
opposed. "Most faculty members
are either neutral or supportive,"
Dunn said.
"There was never any formal
consultation on the issue (among
the faculty), but I thought it
was a good idea," said James
O'Toole, a professor in the history department. O'Toole, who
teaches a class on the history of
American religion and another
on American Catholic history,

Crucifixes are thelatest part of a long-running campus initiative to promote Christian art at BC.

said that neither religion nor
religious symbols have been an
issue in the classroom for bun.
"In my classes, I'm not preaching. The crosses don't matter in
my classes because we're not trying to convert people; we're not
there for devotional purposes.
The crucifixes just come with the
territory," he said.
Other faculty members have
also shown their support for the
measure. Michael Naughton,
chairman of the physics department, said that while he does
not suspect that the University
is attempting to implement a
"stealth" operation, he does re-

spect the opinions of the faculty
who disagree with University conduct. "I think it can be healthy to

I§BJP&V\iJfjßi

have a legitimate, academic debate on the subject. Perhaps this
will happen. I am certainly not in
the 'love it or leave it' camp: in
an operl academic environment,
diverse views are welcome, including dissenting ones."
Students at BC seemed to be
accepting of the new measure.
Kate Herr, A&S '12, said that she
does notbelieve that there should
be any disagreement on the issue.
"I don't think anyone should
get mad ab'out it," Herr said.
"It's a Catholic university, so it's
just natural." Other students,
such as Laura Grealisch, A&S
'12, agreed. "We're going to a
Catholic school. If the professors
agree to teach here, the crucifixes
should be tolerated." \u25a0

Eatin 8 Disorder Treatment

For the most effective treatment and highest staff-to-client ratio in New.
England, informed clinicians refer their clients to Laurel Hill Inn. We
provide extensive programming in a highly structured and supervised
non-institutional therapeutic setting. Evening, day, residential, and aftercare
programs in West Medford and West Somerville. Call Linda at
781 393-0559 or visit our web site at www.laurelhillinn.com.
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QUOTE OF THE DAY

Classroom crucifixes
showcase religious heritage

Heights

"Self-expression must pass into communication for its fulfillment."
?Pearl S. Buck

THE ISSUE: Professors are upset about classroom crucifixes
WHAT WE THINK: BC is within rights with self-expression
Since the founding ofBoston College
nearly 150years ago by the Society of
Jesus, the University has identified itself as a Catholic institution of higher
education. As such, it maintains a
tradition of both religious faith and
intellectual inquiry, and part of this
tradition has entailed the expression
ofits Catholic identity. This has invariably included the display of Christian
artwork.
However, the opposition of some
BC professors to the recent addition of
crucifixes and other religious icons to
classrooms is rather bewildering. Since
2000, a committee has been working
to increase the presence of religious
artwork on campus and has resulted
in the addition of St. Ignatius Statue
and the Tree of Life. The classroom
display of the Christian art gathered
by students on international service
trips seems like a logical culmination
of these efforts.
BC is well within its rights to express its identity as a Catholic institution, and this does not jeopardize
its academic integrity or the quality
of its intellectual pursuits. Catholic
universities of similar caliber, such as
Georgetown, display crucifixes in their
classrooms and continue to draw a
diverse student population.
Displaying Christian art neither
indicates an explicit call to devotion
nor mandates religious conversion. The
University is merely asserting its identity as it doesthrough musicalservices,
artwork, statues, and University liturgies. Many of the icons were collected
by students on internationalimmersion
trips and thus lend unique and untraditionalartwork to the academic envi-

ronment. They also serve as a reflection
of the BC community's commitmentto

social justice and cultural exchange, as
well as a campus culture heavily permeated by Jesuit ideals.
BC has always welcomed students
and faculty of all faiths and religions
to study at its University without compromising its Catholic heritage. We do
not believe the icons and artwork were
intended to exclude any group and
we urge the University to remain both
open to and respectful of a diversity of
perspectives and support all members
of our community.
However, respect for the ideas of
others and the expressionof one's own
identity are not mutually exclusive.
One purpose of academiais to encourage self-expression. The classroom
shouldbe a marketplace ofideas where
one can investigate and discuss various
viewpoints. Therefore, it is hypocritical
for educators to cry out for openness
and acceptance in the same breath as
they call for the University to curb its
own self-expression. By sharing the
beliefs of the Catholic faith through
Christian art, the University is not
demanding participation in the Church
nor precluding the expression of the
beliefs of others. We should be fostering and nurturing diversity, but we do
not need to relinquish our own identity
to share in and appreciate the values
of others.
The University includes in its mission statement a commitment to
academic freedom, and we do not feel
that it has breached this promise. The
classroom remains a place of free and
open discourse, regardless of the presence of religious icons or artwork.

Faculty and staff must
adopt 'green' mentality
THE ISSUE: BCisGreen Week commences this upcoming Sunday
WHAT WE THINK: Green Week is a great event that can be expanded
Even at a time when the economy
is suffering and the amount of dollar
bills to go around is significantly less
than usual, Boston College is still going green. The week ofFeb. 15through

tive offices such as the Office of the
Dean for Student Development, the
Career Center, and Dining Services,
and assistance from student groups
like Ecopledge and Heal Food BC, the
Feb. 20 has officially been proclaimed amount of support that this undertakBCisGreen Week by the Undergraduing is already substantial.
Yet, BCisGreenWeek is not the first
ate Government of BC (UGBC), with
the intention of urging students to environmentally-friendly movement
support sustainability on and around that the UGBC has helped to promote.
We are currently participating in Recycampus.
BCisGreen Week will feature a cleMania, a national contest that pits
number of unique events focusing on universities against one another in a
both promoting the environmentally competition to see what school can
friendly initiatives that BC has already recycle the most material. BC has been
taken and gaining more sustenance for involved in RecycleMania since 2005
the sustainability movement here at andreceived its most impressive rank
school. Some of the
last year, placing 12th in
events include an
the nation amidst over
organized discussion
400 other U.S. schools.
on President Barack
Despite these gains,
This bodes wellfor the
Obama's energy
success ofBCisfuture
much the carbon
and environmental
Green Week.
emissions on campus
policy on Feb. 16, a
Despite these gains,
viewing of a docucome from individual much of the carbon
emissions on campus
mentary presented
academic and office
by Real Food BC on
come from buildings
buildings.
Feb. 18, and a green
other than dormitocareer panel on Feb.
ries. Although focus19. In addition to
ing on students and
these special events,
encouraging them to
BC will also be modifying events not be more environmentally conscious
usually associated with' sustainability is both respectable and necessary on
to include "green"participation, such a college campus, we suggest that the
as the men's basketball game against administration and the UGBC comDuke on Sunday, where there will be bine their efforts to institute a similar
an increased number of recycling bins, program to BCisGreen Week for both
recycling notices around Gonte Forum, the faculty and staff. Professorsshould
and 7,500 T-shirts with green ink for be encouraged to shut down computthe fans.
ers in their offices, while janitors and
The number and variety of groups maintenance men should always turn
participating in BCisGreen Week is a off the lights in academic buildings.
testament to how important this isRecycleMania only targets half of the
sue has become over the last decade. problem. Sustainability must be a
With contributions from administra- campus-wide initiative.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
"Fans" don't deserve Duke

Confusion between AHANA and ALC unacceptable

To all students,

As concerned students, we were
offended by the lack of preparation
and knowledge demonstrated in the
"Through Our Isyes" UGBC presidential
debate hosted by the AHANA Leadership Council (ALC) and the GLBTQ
Leadership Council (GLC) on Sunday.
With the exception of one team, there
was an overall lack of comprehension,
experience, and thoughtfulness given to
issues relevant to AHANA and GLBTQ
students. Some candidates failed to
recognize the fundamental difference between the AHANA (African-American,
Hispanic, Asian, Native-American) term
and the AHANA Leadership Council, a
student organization.
Despite admissions of ignorance, the
inability to even accurately name the
organizations they claim they will work
with leaves little hope any real efforts
will be made.
The UGBC president and vice president must serve the entire student

I cannot wait until I see the full
house at the Duke game on Sunday
night. To any student who did not
attend Tuesday's game and somehow
finagles a ticket to the game on Sunday, you don't deserve that ticket.
Boston College played Clemson,
the No. 12 team in the country, and
Conte was no more than one-half
full. The upper-deck student sections were probably no more that
one-tenth full.
BC students should be humiliated.
As a whole, you are terrible fans. If
you weren't at the game on Tuesday
then you have no business attending
Sunday's game.

Brian Suslak
AdS '09

body and be responsive to the issues of
underrepresented groups while being
accountable to the organizations that are
formed in their name. By trivializing or
ignoring questions regarding issues such
as the Asian American Scholarship or
Hate Crime Protocol, the disappointing
performance given by two of the tickets
showed disrespect toward many students
and thosewho havemade efforts toward
resolving issues facing AHANA and
GLBTQ students. We believe this lack of
effortpulls into question their candidacy
as UGBC leaders, but it is also an indication of a widespreadunawareness the
University needs to tackle itself. Issues
relevant to the AHANA and GLBTQ
communities at Boston College are and
must be addressed as everyone's issues.
Ricardo Salinas
CSOM'O9
Young Moon

A&S '09

Voters should consider alternative voices in UGBC election
Preshman year, Iremember seeing fliers for students running
forUGBC senate. A couple of them were my friends, so Ivoted for
them and that was that. These freshmen rise up through UGBC
and end up running for presidentialpositions, much like two current candidates.
Honestly, as a freshman, Ican't say Ireally understood what
I was voting for. Which is precisely my point. Tell me, non-UGBC
members, who ofyou actuallyknows what goes on inside an organization claimingto be focused on improving our experience? How
can UGBC be tuned into our needsifwe don't have any idea ofwhat
they dobehind closed UGBC doors? I'm not seeing the connection.

But maybe that's just me. Granted, moving up through UGBC as
our "representatives"provides them with valuable experience.
However, no one is less worthy if they haven't served in UGBC, like
the alternative candidates Dick Sawyer andDan Cocks. I didn't
understand the true extent of our studentgovernment. Andapparently, neither did the majority ofstudents. So then,isn't it fitting
that the candidates be someone fresh and new, with a balanced
external perspective? Wouldn't that make them more like us?
Hope

Scott
CSOM'II

Student points to conflict in the
There is an inherent,but largely unmentioned tension that
lies at the core ofa Jesuit education. The stated mission of a
Jesuit education is to engender within students a desire to "set
the world aflame," or make a positive contribution to humanity.
It seeks to provoke in students a greater awareness and compassion for the world, through an extensive core curriculum.
In theory, graduates will be able to make moral decisions
based on their greater understanding ofthe world. Where

then does the tension arise? As graduates will discover, what
is moral is not always Catholic or even Christian. Often moral
actions are in direct contradiction to the Church and its teach-

ings. What then should Jesuit alumni do;make decisions they
believe are for the greater good or retain their fidelity to the
Church?
A prominent example of this conflict between what is moral
and what is Christian is the AIDS epidemic in Africa. AIDS
has spread quickly throughout the continent and has killed
millions ofpeople. Despite this, the Church's official policy
does nothing to quell the rate ofcontraction. The Church and
its affiliates have long advocated for abstinence-only education
programs and have condemned any use of contraceptives. It
has been shown that various methods ofcontraception lessen
the spread of the disease, while abstinence education does
nothing to help the situation.
In this way, the Church does nothing to halt the spread of
AIDS. What then should a Jesuit alumni do? Should they do
what is "Christian" and promote abstinence, or should they
do what is moral and help save lives by advocating the use
of contraceptives? It strikes me that many charities that do
work in Africa, that are supported by the Jesuit order cannot

Jesuit mission

be considered Jesuit in a crucial way. I reexamined A Pocket
Guide to a Jesuit Education, the one that I was given on my
first day at Boston College and certain quotes in the pamphlet
struck me: "How are we going to act in the world?" "What
(does) the world need us to do?" and "(We are) men and women
for others."
Although many Jesuit charity organizations are doing
great things in Africa, in terms ofAIDS prevention, they have
strayed from the Jesuit sense of mission. As a Christian-based
group, it promotes the ineffective policy of abstinence education. Inorder to obey canon, it does not take an active part
in the prevention ofAIDS. The issue ofAIDS is only one of
countless examples demonstrating the tension between the
Jesuit mission and Christianity. Itprovokes several questions
in the minds of students at a Jesuit institution. How can we set
the world aflame and remain loyal to our religion? Should we
strive to ignite only that which is approved by the Church? Can
we reconcile our religious and moral views? Inevitably, we will
have to make a definitive choice between our religion and our
sense of Jesuit mission. Ihave often wrestled with the implications of either choice as they apply to my personal life and I
have made decisions based on both points of view. Inevitably,
however, I gravitate away from my religion and toward my own
moral sense. In this way, I am more endowed with a sense of
Jesuit mission, than I am with a religious commitment. I will
take my religious beliefs into consideration when making moral
decisions. Ultimately, however, I will make them on the basis of
my personal beliefs.
Benjamin Mayer

At3S'l2
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The importance of information

Thumbs
5:30 Harmonica Whenever

Adam Feeney

music in authenticity, it seems
as though the harmonica is the
go-to instrument. Its piercing,
powerful timbre has been used
in numerous music genres
over the past century; now we
can put religious music on the
list. The harmonicahas been
added to the musical retinue
at the 5:30 p.m. mass in St
Ignatius Church to the delight
ofeveryone in attendance.

As a young child, my mother took
me to the library to sign me up for my
own library account. When the librarian
handed me the card, I distinctly remember my mom telling me, "You are now a
true citizen." I did not fully understand at
the time what she meant. Now, however, I
understand that in order to be an engaged
citizen, one must be knowledgeable about
the current events that affect society and
about the possibilities that lay before
one.
This is why the push to get every
eligible citizen to vote, although a noble
endeavor in many respects, at many times
made me cringe. The same campaignpushing high-voter turnout did not
emphasize the responsibility that voting
entails being as fully aware as possible

-

Advice on
the UGBC
election

you want to marinate a piece of

Green week BC is Green
Week will begin on Feb. 15,
marking another phase in the
University's increased push
for sustainable practices and
discussions on campus. One
event will be a discussion about
President Obama's energy
and environmental policy, an
especially pertinent topic after
Noam Chomsky informed the
student body that we were
tricked into voting for Obama
because of clever advertising.
-

Hockey

-

Congratulations

to the women's hockey team

for defeating Harvard 1-0 on
Monday to win the Beanpot.
Aside from the Superfans
with the trumpet, TU/TD is
sure that not enough people
were there to witness your
excellence. Also, kudos is due
to the men's hockey team for

eking out a Monday night
consolation victory over the
Crimson. Not to take anything
away from these wins, but
it is important to remember
that beating Harvardin any
competitive sport other than
rowing or mock trial is like
an American outwitting a
foreigner in an English Spelling
Bee; it feels good for a time,
until you remember that the
other party had no business
being there in the first place.

Thumbs
Down

-

of the candidates and their platforms,
and considering the feasibility of the
platform and what effects may come of
the leader's decisions made on behalf of
the citizens.
A decision made in willful ignorance is
not what it means to be a citizen or member of a community. It detracts from the
voices of those who made their decisions
through consideration of the candidates
and their potential. Liking a candidate's
hair as a justification for a ballot choice
or voting completely at random do not
constitute proper citizenship and, disconcertingly, happenall too frequently.
What am I doing talking about the
responsibility of voting if the election already passed? For better or worse, a collective decision has been made, and there
is little else we can do, right? There is
another election coming up that demands
our attention as members of the Boston
College community the Undergraduate
Government of Boston College (UGBC)
elections.
A college education is an expensive
investment, especially one from BC. So
-

JOCELYN ROUSEY

Sometimes, it's not about having an

-

Lil Wayne

This professional
rapper won big at the 2009
Gramophone Awards, taking
home four trophies. While it is
an impressive feat, it doesn't
seem possible to havelooked
any shabbier than he did on
stage. The Grammys are pretty
lenient with dress: Coldplay
-

wore pastel army jackets

reminiscent of Sgt. Pepper's
and T-Pain came as the Mad
Hatter, but there is something
egregious about wearing the
same white T-shirt that most
students do when playing
intramural sports to a major
award ceremony.
Please use other door If an
outside consulting firm did
a study of campus efficiency,
they would probably find that
students are not able to enter
a building about 50 percent
of the time. "Please use other
door" signs are springing up
all over campus, from Bapst
Library (this door has been
incapacitated for almost a
year now), the Core, to that
breezeway between O'Neill
and 21 Campanella Way. Can
someone just get some WD-40 on those hinges and let the
double doors function as they
were intended?
-

why would someone pass up the opportunity to let their voice be heard in making
their BC experience, and that of the
entire student body, better? The student
government works to make the time at BC
better for its students and a better place
for all who follow us. We deserve to have
students who have the vision and dedication to help the student body be heard,
along with a profound understanding of
what BC is and what it can become.
If you are skeptical of the ability of the
student government to effectively make a
difference, let it be known that the president and vice-president of UGBC have
direct contact with top level administration, including University vice presidents
and the Board of Trustees, who are the
people making decisions on a day-today basis that affect all of us. Not every
concern or proposal is going to be fully
embraced by those at the top, but we still
need strong leaders to fight on our behalf.
I am sure it is not a job for the faint of
heart, as there will never be satisfaction
on all fronts, making it imperative to
choose the candidate who has a passion

for representing the student body.
Given the position, I think it is
important that we all determine who
would be best to act as our liaison. This
determination can be obtained through
analyzing each team's platform, not only
for their points offocus and improvement, but also for the feasibility of their
proposals. Get to know the candidates
personally via their campaign Web sites,
Facebook groups, and events around
campus. Be confident that team you're
voting for is one that you can have faith
in to do well at all times.
When it comes time to log into Agora
and vote, make sure that you are being
a true citizen of the BC community, not
only by having your voice heard, but also
by having knowledge back your vote with
the confidence that such information in
your chosen candidate brings.

Adam Feeney is a Heights staff columnist. He welcomes comments at afeeney@
bcheights.com.

When the bully justcan't be ignored

opinion.

Second-halfdisaster The
basketball team set itselfup for
a huge win over Clemson on
Tuesday only to snatch defeat
from thehands of victory in the
second half. While fans were
enjoying Al Skinner's Eastern
Clothing commercial, what
could possibly have been going
on in the BC locker room at
the half? Fans witnessed the
failure to execute fundamentals
that are taught at any middle
school summer basketball
camp. Hopefully the team can
round out the season on a high
note, not looking like theNBA
players in Space Jam after the
Monstars invade.

Matt Hamilton

Sometimes, both on the op-ed page
of a college newspaper and in society in
general, it's about asking questions, not
with the aim of having them answered,
but so that we realize the vast dichotomy
of our opinions and the necessity to
reconcile them; to arrive at a conclusion
not through the guidance of some sacred
book or a political leader, but by way
of our own individual reasoning; and to
realize that we are of a common mind.
There are certain moments in history
that generate far more questions than
they do answers. The current debate over
Bishop Williamson is one such moment
because it highlights some of the major
moral and philosophical questions of our
era.

For those unfamiliar with the debate,

Bishop Williamson, a member of the
ultra-conservative Society of St. Pius X,
was excommunicated nearly two decades
ago. The excommunication was recently
rescinded. The timing, however, was
suspect. Pope Benedict XVI lifted the
excommunication seemingly unaware
that Williamson, only days earlier, had
expressedHolocaust-denial views in a
TV interview. Despite a direct backpedaling order from the Pope to revoke his
statement, Williamson refuses to do so
until he has seen empirical proof that
six million Jews were murdered in the
Holocaust.
It begs the question: As a leader in
a religion based on the suffering of one
man, shouldn't Williamson be promoting
sympathy and tolerance? Instead, his is

AWKWARD MOOSE

an agenda ofracially-driven skepticism.
Neither should we shy away from pointing out the irony that, as a religious man,
Williamson's career is based on a lack of
empirical evidence. You don't hear him
demanding proof of God's existence, yet
here he is, disputing one of the greatest
tragedies of modern times.
This controversy brings to question
the applicability offree speech. Bare
in mind that freedom of speech is an
exceedingly American notion; ours is the
only constitution that expressly guarantees the right. It's a fine line, then,
between freedom of speech and asking
that someone respect the dead, all six
million of them. So where do we draw the
line with ignorance and racism? When
do we say, enough is enough, let the dead
rest in peace?
Germany, as well as a number of other
European nations, have made Holocaust
denial a lawful crime, painting a bold line
between acceptability and disrespect.
Should they be charged with encroachment on personal rights or be applauded
for taking their history to heart?
Some argue that the best way to
deal with fanatics and outliers is to
ignore them rather than engage them
or prosecute them. By giving them our
attention, we are merely legitimizing the
existence of their viewpoint. Perhaps
this might have been an appropriate
response decades ago. Today though,
the Internet provides every blogger and
every forum poster with an audience. It
is the very nature of fanaticism to draw
attention from the mainstream and now
every fanatic with an Internet connection
has both an outlet and the attention to
fuel his or her argument. As such, can we
afford to simply ignore them in the hopes
that they'll burn themselves out and
disappear?
It should be noted that by fanaticism we shouldn't only think of Williamson and Holocaust denial. Islamic
fundamentalists, for example, spout

similar conservative views with a similar
religious twist. One could easily argue,
in fact, that by waging war against AlQaeda we are legitimizing their cause.
Granted, Williamson is hardly waving a
gun in the air callingfor the destruction
of the Western world. However, he is, by
denying the atrocities of WWII, propagating a racist view that is no better than
that of Islamic fundamentalists.
In today's world, then, can we really

Every year, UGBC elections are a
variation of a theme. "We need to open
up the UGBC." "We need to make it
more efficient." "We need t0..."
It always seems like the candidate
pairs follow a general formula: from
one large friend group (e.g. intramural
sports, student government-types), a
precocious and a stoic type combine
to form a team, marshal support from
friends and acquaintances, and come
forward, rallied by more friends who
agree, "Yeah, I want to see them in
charge."
And these pairs crawl out of the
woodwork, suddenly longing to become
aware of "important issues" on campus.
Why don't contenders say upfront:
"Listen, we just want to be in charge. We
may or may not know better than you,
but we do know better than you, so vote
for me."
Of course, the candidates will trash
previous administrations or generally
decry the ineffectiveness of student
government.

But the last two administrations
Jennifer Castillo and Dan Sievers in
07-08 and of Chris Denice and Alejandro Montenegro in 08-09 have been
among the most effective administrations in my narrow and ill-informed
estimation. Underboth administrations,
we actually had concerts (good concerts!), the internal infrastructure was
-

-

completely revamped (ugbc.org actually
conveys solid information!), and campaign promises were abided by.
So trashing the last two administrations seems like a poor way to get elected
if anything, those who worked with the
Castillo and Denice reigns would know
better than most.
The simple truth from both administrations is that "UGBC insiders" are
thebest they know how the "system"
works, they have developed relationships
with the offices and administrators, and
they understand what is feasible.
Ostensibly, such "insiders" may seem
phony or just full of it, but that is prob-

-

ably just apolitical cynicism creeping in
one's ability to make a decision. So here
are my general guidelines:
Judge a good candidate from a bad
one because he (no "she" this year) will
avoid the election's inclination for the
outlandish (remember campaign promises to establish a medical school back in
2006?).
Judge an OK candidate by his

claim that anything is too small, too irrelevant, too fanatical, or too irrational
to discuss? Is ignoring the fanatics the
right response, or should we be discussing and debating? It's interesting that, at
almost a month old, the news of Bishop
Williamson's denial views has not been
widely discussed on campus. Why is
it that a quick search of The Heights'
online database turns up only one hit, a
small mention in "Thumbs Up/Thumbs
Down?" Given that this is a Catholic
school, one that, as both a Jesuit and
liberal arts institution promotes reason
and debate, why is this not an issue?
Dissenting views ought to promote
discussion. What's more, though, is they
might actually promote the unity they
seek to prevent. Popular opinion, the
Pope himself, and even the conservative Society of which Williamson is a
part, have distanced themselves from
the bishop over the past few weeks. He is
being isolated by society. Yet by moving
away from him, are we not, in fact, moving marginally closer to some undefined
center?
In this respect, do we need fanatics to unite us? Or is reason and simple
exhaustion enough to get us to put down
our weapons and give each other a helping hand up out of the shifting sands of
radicalism onto the firm middle ground
of compromise and tolerance?

election's color scheme and marketing
devices. If they can't run a week-long
campaign, they sure as heck can't run
the bureaucratic behemoth that is the
UGBC.
Judge a better candidate by whether
or not he will take the budgeted stipend.
We all know the role takes a lot of work
but so does the editor-in-chiefof The
Heights, the directorship of Appalachia,
and the quarterback of the football team.
The UGBC leaders' roles are the only
two student organization positions on
campus that draw a salary. Will a vice
president or president forego his few
thousand dollars or not? This seems like
a fair barometer of commitment and
dedication.
A year is a relatively short amount
of time. Messianic hopes or platforms
will inevitably disappoint remember,
the UGBC is still an extra-curricular
activity!
But we can watch and vote. Oh, and
one last suggestion (from the indefatigably creative Lindsay Paladino): the
candidate that promises to bring the
condiments to the outside wall station
during late night gets my vote!

JocelynRousey is a Heights staff columnist. She welcomes comments at jrousey@

Matt Hamilton is a Heights staff columnist. He welcomes comments at mhamil-

bcheights.com.

-

ton@bcheights.com.

Jeff Ling
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Faith-based office is revitalized

in the

News
Politics
Congress has negotiated

\u25a0

an agreement on thestimulus
plan after a conference com-

mittee between the House
and Senate. The final package comes to $789 billion,
less than the versions passed
by the House and Senate.
\u25a0 House Speaker Nancy
Pelosi informed Democratic
representatives that there will
be no 2010 pay raise. A bill
is being cosponsored in the
House that would freeze the
pay for all representatives.
Pornographic actress
Stormy Daniels is weighing a
run for the U.S. Senate seat in
Louisiana. If she runs, she will
face incumbent Republican
\u25a0

Business

=

i

.

David Vitter, who admitted to
being a client at a high-priced
Washington brothel.
Timothy Geithner announced a
hew bailout plan to rescue the
nation's financial institutions.
It would begin by using the
remaining $350 billion from
the first bailout, but the total
cost of the program couldreach
$2.5 trillion.
\u25a0 The Dow Jones Industrial
Average began falling Tues.
when Geithner began speaking
and finished the day down 4.6
percent, or 382 points.

1

\u25a0 Treasury Secretary

Executives from eight of
the nation's largest financial
institutions testified before
Congress Wed. due to the
controversy surrounding their
use ofbailout funds.
\u25a0

Science & Technology
\u25a0 The state of Alaska will appear before the Supreme Court
defending the notion that the
convicted do not enjoy a right
to a DNA test to show their
innocence. New York City has
filmed an amicus brief in support of Alaska's case.
\u25a0 A study published Wed.
in the Archives of Neurology

found that eating according
to Mediterranean diet can help
prevent mental decline and
cure Alzheimer's disease. The
diet also slows the progressions of symptoms in patients
already exhibiting symptoms.

Stimulus
bill reveals
weakness

By Patricia Harris
Heights Staff

The troubling economic times
have left more people than ever in
dire straits and in a great need of
a helping hand. Through Obama's
expansion of the White House
Office ofFaith-Based and Neighborhood Partnerships, our new
president hopes to ease some of
the crushing blows the recession
has delivered to the American
people. The office provides federal grants to both religious and
secular organizations that provide
social services to their local communities.
The office, a legacy of the Bush
administration, is being revitalized. To begin with, this current
administration is branching out
the office to not only provide
federal grants to religious organizations but secular non-profits,
as well. According to Erik Owens,
the assistant director of the Boisi
Center for Religion and American Public Life, "The religious
and non-religious groups will
be treated equally. This is not
an attempt to funnel money to
certain religious groups." The
result of this expansion is to
focus on funding and promoting
the most effective social services
providers, not to solely support
certain religious organizations or
theologies. In order to ensure that
the focus remains on the quality of the social centers, Obama
has created an advisory council
that includes secular as well as
religious leaders. In addition, this
office will now deal with international organizations. One of the
key priorities, stated in a White
House press release, is that "this
Office will work with theNational

Joshua Darr

-

Obama promotes social services through the White House Office of Faith-Baised and Neirhborhood Partnerships.
Security Council to foster interfaith dialogue with leaders and
scholars around the world."
There are a few safeguards
on this system left over from the
Bush years meant to protect the
sanctity of the separation between
church and state. To begin with,
these religious organizations cannot use federal money to promote
inherently religious activities
such as prayer, worship, religious
instruction, or proselytization. In
addition, any religious services
or activities that these groups
offer have to be held at a separate
time or location than the social
services that are funded by the

Nicholas Hanovice
A good night's sleep is a
stranger to college students.
Wander around during classes
at any time during the day and
glance into any lecture hall; it's
guaranteed you'll see at least
one person with a drooping
head. But why are college stu-

dents so afflicted? A new study
commissioned to the Sleep and
Human Health Institute (SSHI)
two days ago promises to further

$50 million
Cost of private jet

explore an intriguing explanation for insomnia.

purchased by Citigroup

We cannot live without sleep.
The National Sleep Foundation
(NSF) recommends seven to
eight hours of sleep a night. The
precise amount of sleep truly
necessary varies from person to
person some require as little
as four, while others need nine
hours per night. College students get on average 6.5 hours of
sleep. A 2007 study linked sleep

CEO Vikram S. Pandit
after receiving federal
bailout funds.

$50 billion
Amount of money
Citigroup, the world's
largest bank, received
under the Troubled Asset
ReliefProgram.

QUOTABLES

"Despite all that divided us,
Nnrili :iikl South, black and
white, he had an unyielding
beliefthat we were, at heart, one
nation, and one people. Andbecause of Abraham Lincoln, and
all who've carried on his work
In the generations since, that is
what we remain today." Obama
at the reopening ofFord's theatre, where Lincoln was shot
-

activities.

With the new arrival ofObama
as president, there is a chance now
for that policy to be overturned.
As a result, there are two parties
intent on one course of action or
the other. One group believes

See Faith, B2
&

-
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See Stimulus, B3

Science

to wound healing and immune
system health, noting a significant decrease in white blood
cells after mice were deprived of

3

"We here highly resolve that
these dead shall not have died
in vain, that this nation, under
God, shall have a new birth of
freedom, and that government
of the people, by the people,
for the people, shall not perish
from the Earth." -Abe Lincoln,
Gettysburg Address

funds, to continue to discriminate
in their hiring practices on the
basis of their religious affiliation.
Though it may seem wrong topromote discrimination in any sense,
the issue is more complicated
than it first appears. According

to the Civil Rights Act of 1964,
religious groups have the right to
consider the spiritual affiliation
of their prospective employees
in determining whether or not
to hire them. However, there is
no legal precedent set for when
religious groups receive government funding for non-religious

Steele elected
Students battle sleep deprivation
Republican chair

Number of Senate
Republicanswho voted In
favor of the first version of
the stimulus bill.

Amount by which tax
cuts surpass infrastructure
spending in the recently
agreed-upon stimulus.

government. Finally, thereligious
organizations cannot discriminate against those receiving their
services on the basis of their individualreligion.
This new expanded office
created by Obama is already surrounded by controversy. By executive order, George W. Bush made
it legal for religious groups, regardless of receiving government

Health

Numbers

$132 billion

The press is having a field day
with the supposed failings of our"
"idealistic and naive" new presi-'
dent. Republican opposition to the
stimulus bill and their domination of the airwaves over the past
few weeks has been portrayed as
Obama's most unwelcome introduction to how Washington really
works. Upon closer inspection,
Obama's execution of his stimulus package is working exactly as
planned. The roof is about to cave I
in on the Republicans.
The Republican approach-to ;
the stimulus bill was shockingly
predictable. House Republicans ;
nitpicked several parts of the ',-'.stimulus plan that they felt CQukt
easily be portrayed as controversial
pork, such as contraception and
STD funding. They even resorted I
to fabricating a few provisions,' I
such as "honeybee insurance" jJisT
to have something to complain; 3
about. Phrases such as "pork?' 2
"generational theft," and "a mugging and a fraud" were used to
describe the bill.
-

by the

.

Transition
Central

-

sleep. Kept awake long enough,
the rats' immune systems eventually failed. Sleep reinvigorates
us by bolstering our immune
system and refreshes our brain
each night, but the precise
mechanism by which it accomplishes this is a mystery still.
According to the NSF, 74
percent of all adults in the United States reported symptoms
of insomnia in 2008. In a 2007
study in Texas A&M University, only 7 percent of students
reported that they regularly get
enough sleep to wake up rested
every morning. But why, if sleep
is

so

important, is insomnia so

prevalent?
The causes of insomnia are
as diverse as the people who
experience it. According to the
NSF and a variety of sources,
younger adults have a later cireadian rhythm than older adults:
older adults naturally wake up
earlier and go to sleep earlier
than younger ones. Classes and
schools with schedules built

around the cireadian rhythms of
the older teachers are inherently
incongruous with the younger
students, and their grades suffer
as a result.
In one 2008 study of the
American Sleep Association
(ASA), average student grades
and sleep amounts from a school
that convened at 7:10 a.m. were
compared to those from another
that opened at 8:40 a.m. every
day. The students attending the
8:40 a.m. school received better
grades and more sleep. This
makes sense, considering a 2003
study by the University of Pennsylvania Schoolof Medicine.
The study found a reportable
decrease in cognitive function
when subjects got less than eight
hours of sleep. That says nothing about the decrease in cognitive function after getting five or
six hours of sleep. The lesson:
enroll in later classes.
There are many other contributors to insomnia. Delayed Sleep Cycle Syndrome is
common. In this disorder, the
patient's sleep cycle occurs later

See Insomnia, B3

Republicans recently instated Michael Steele as new Chairman of the RNC.
By Danny Martinez
Heights Staff

In 1964, many believed that
the Republican Party had died
when Lyndon Johnson soundly
defeated Barry Goldwater; the
party lost many seats in House
and Senate races alike, and there
was no resilient party leader or
clearly defined national platform.
This situation sounds all-toofamiliar to Republicans today.
However, after the presidential
election of 1964, fortune turned
?in the Grand Old Party's favor.
The Republicans resurrected with
relentless determination in 1968
to capture the presidency under
Nixon. Ifhistory is any indication,
Republicans need a new leader
who understands the challenges
and the urgency to revitalize the
GOP.
Enter Michael Steele.

Elected on Jan. 30 as the
chairman of the Republican National Committee, Steele is the
first African-American to ascend
to the position. Not only did this
election signal to many the need
for transformation in the Republican Party, but Steele's election was
the Republican's powerful answer
to Howard Dean, the DNC Chairman and political mastermind of
the expansive 50-state strategy
that guided the Democrats to victory. In the 2008 election season,
the Democrats ran the table on
the Republicans, winning seven
seats in the Senate, 21 seats in
the House, and the presidency.
Steele's critical challenge will be
to morph the Republican Party to
broaden its support to voters of
all demographics a gaping and
noticeable weakness that affected
-

See Steele, B2
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Steele elected
RNC chairman
Steele, from Bl
practically every Republican who
on Nov. 4. The election of
Steele speaks volumes of the
direction the Republicans feel is
necessary to achieve success in
elections in the coming future.
Unlike President Obama,
Steele shows no inclination that
he wishes topursue an agenda that
is bipartisan. Furthermore, Steele
believes that the fundamental
problem with the Republican
Party is that, after eight years, it
has lost trust and faith that the
GOP is the party that gets things
done. In his fairly comprehensive
plan while campaigning for the
spot of chairman to renew the
Republican party, Steele asserted
that the "blueprintfor tomorrow"
must be looking forward with
a new purpose, casting a clear
Republican brand, defining a
transformative strategy, upgrading tactics, leading with integrity,
winning the battle for fundraising,
claiming the future, and seizing
the moment.
For the Republicans, Steele
is the right man for the job
a
shrewd politician and sturdy
partisan Republican who has the
ability to reorient his wandering
party. Hardly a man to shrink in
his party's unpopularity, the new
chairman sees this as an opportunity to redefine the image of the
GOP and formulate what it means
to be a 21st century Republican
in the age of hundreds of billion
dollar stimulus packages, federal
bailouts of banks, and a frenzied
expansion of the federal governran

Brendan Benedict

Matt DeLuca
News Editor

Assoc. News Editor

Hopefully the recent
change will result in a
policy change. It's respect
for the soldier.

If Obama plans on allowing
open gays in the military,
he'll probably lax the rales
on photographers.

President Bush didn't think
the current wars would
pass the Dover test, and
neither do I.

I doubt it. Between Obama
and Robert Gates, I don't
think much will change.

Is Friedman correct in saying
immigration could solve our
economic crisis?

It could, but then we'd be
bursting with immigrants
post crisis.

The giant elderly population requires more people
to pay for their benefits.

Like all economic crises,

this one will be overwhen
it's over, not before.

If Friedman wants a "flat
world," give it to him. We
need good labor.

Will the Adam Walsh Child
Protection and SafetyAct be
revamped to give states more
control over sex offenders?

If it results in a cheaper,
more efficient way to deal
with sex offenders.

If it is, thatwould be an
unconstitutional ex post
facto punishment, as evil
as they are.

If they do it will be sure to
keep theACLU busy for
some time to come.

If not, it should, people
should be processed tn
the state in which they are

Will anything transpire from
the 135,000 weapons donated
to Afghan security forces the
U.S. has no reliable records
of?

No reliable records for the

The same thing that happened when we left piles of

Whether or not anything
will happen is hardly as
important as asking how
the Army's accounting
could be so poor.

Kara Kaminski

Marketplace Editor

Will military policy change
to allow photographs of

soldiers' bodies returning

fromwar?

-

Asst. Marketplace Editor

military means we don't
want to tell you where they

went.

weapons after the Soviet
invasion.

Mike Caprio

*

prosecuted.

I hope not, and if it did,

we really wouldn't know I
guess.

-

Promising plans for faith office
Faith, from Bl
that the government has a responsibility to make sure that
no government money is given
to organizations which promote
discrimination of any kind.
Other supporters believe firmly
in the separation of church and
state. Thus, if federal funding is
given to certain church organizations for secular reasons, they

believe that those organizations
should be held up to the same
standards that non-religious
organizations are. The other
side, however, is concerned that
this sets a dangerous precedent
that the government will become
too involved in the affairs of religious groups. By forcing them
to accept people outside of their
religion, many fear that those
actions will change the makeup

On

and tone of their group, although the services they provide
are not religious in nature.
Obama currently is avoiding
landing on one side or another.
However, he seems to be maneuvering well through this touchy
issue. "Obama is pushing for
a pragmatic resolution. As of
now, the policy is to judicate issues individually," Owens said.

Owen's feels this may be the

the

Flip

BC should notfund sex
Brian Gwozdz
I was disgusted on Monday
after a friend asked me to sign
a petition in favor of Boston
College doling out prescription
birth control and free condoms
to students and offering lowcost, on-campus testing for
sexually-transmitted infections
in short, a petition against a
Catholic institution adhering to
Catholic values. Cry me a river.
The petition, although
perplexingly vague in what its
proposed referendum would actually accomplish, has quickly
become popular among campus
liberals, and a related Facebook
group asserts that it received
its necessary 1,000 signatures
in less than 24 hours. Fortunately, for that thousand, many
schools are happy to accept
transfers.
I should know. Two years
ago, I transferred from the
University of Massachusetts
at Amherst. UMass Amherst
is a magical place where free,
flavored condoms decorate
every dorm hallway and where
campus services will not only
help students locate abortion
clinics, but help them fund
abortions by directing them to
low-interest abortion loans.
And you thought Fannie Mae
had irresponsible borrowers!
In large part, I left UMass
to escape its radical, left-wing
environment. When a student
picks a university, he is buying a
product in some ways, no different than buying a car. There
are some lemons out there, and
some move a little faster than
others, but ideally the student
knows what he is buying. I happened to trade in for a new one
because mine blew a little too
much hot air.
At BC, that product is a
quality education at a "Jesuit,
Catholic university," according to those corny ads they
play during away games. As did
the rest of our student body, I
decided that this University offered the closest option to what
I wanted. One part of the environment at a genuinely Catholic
university is that it appreciates
some of the teachings of mainstream Catholicism. With that
comes the notion expressed
in Humanae Vitae that "to be
condemned is any action
which is specifically intended
to prevent procreation."
Regardless of your belief's or
mine, this is the environment
-

-

...

...

best outcome for Obama, since
making a hard fast decision
one way or another on the issue
will undoubtedly cause him to
alienate either the evangelical community, or some of his
strongest supporters during
the campaign. Still, regardless
about what course of action
Obama decides to continue
on, this revamped office has a
promising future. \u25a0

ment.

At Boston College, the election of Steele has been met with

and then allows Abraham
to commit
adultery with
his slave,
Hagar, to bear
a child. Thus
God empirically refutes
the Church's

not our only

choice. I know
from experience that other
schools offer
wide varieties
ofbirth control
banana-flavored condoms
as far as the eye

assertion.

compelled by

Moreover, a
2006 study
found that by
age 20, 75 percent of Ameri-

the Univer-

cans engaged

can see.

Does this
mean that
you and I are

Planned Parenthood may not
be my cup of tea, but who am I
to push my beliefs on campus
nymphos? I have no more right
to do that than have the liberals to force their condoms and
birth control onto me and the
Catholic school I have had the
good fortune to attend.
However, this is about more
than trying to push a secular-progressive agenda onto a
religiously-affiliated institution
which many students attend
largely or even exclusively for
that reason. It goes beyond the
religious question. The push
here is not to promote sexual
health education or even to
promote counseling services,
which already exist both on
and off campus. Instead, they
ask for the school to pay for
condoms and use its funds and
facilities not to broaden minds
or to build "men and women
for others," which need not
even be a strictly Jesuit notion,
but to provide means for men
and women to satisfy their own
personal and sexual ends. That
is not progressivism; it is only
selfishness, and it makes me
sick.
Beyond that, consider out
of whose wallets the money

in premarital .
and that
by age 44, 95
percent did. If
the Church is
losing the war
on sex, they
might as well
make it safe.
No one
disagrees that
abstinence is
the most sure-fire way to prevent
a pregnancy and avoid STDs.
But preaching abstinence and
nothing else is ineffective in
dissuading students from sex.
A 2007 Congressional study
reported that middle school
students who were taught absti?sex

-

couple.
Regardless of whether campus liberals choose to admit
it, a university is not a democracy. This silly referendum,
no matter its outcome, should
not alter Boston College in any
way. If our administration were
to change its policies on these
matters, students seeking a
genuine Jesuit environment or
even a serious scholastic environment, Jesuit or not, might
need to look elsewhere.

Instead, I suggest that
students for whom the items on
this petition are a top priority
start looking for a new school.
Go get your jollies somewhere
else.
Brian Gwozdz is a columnist for The
Heights. He welcomes comments at
gwozdzb@bcheighls.com.

...

O'Reilly."
Steele is a crafty, intelligent
leader who has the ability to revivify the GOP with his political
savvy and ruthless campaigning strategy. For Dean and the
Democrats, it is imperative that
they continue their aggressive
strategy and press their advantage
because Steele will do everything
to prevent the Democrats from
gaining another inch of power.
They cannot afford to rest on
their laurels ofbeing content with
their impressive gains in the past
two elections because they will
fall fast and they will fall hard at
the hands of this new voice for

Republicans.

\u25a0

Contraception for BC campus
is infertile,

to fund the condoms and the
facilities to provide testing
and birth control would come.
It is our money, whether it
comes from our families, our
lenders, our summer jobs, or
financial aid. It is therefore no
different for Johnny and Susie
to purchase their own contraceptives and testing than for
both of them to pay higher fees
and receive those things on
campus except that funding
them through fees means that
Michael and Katie, who either
abstain from sex or purchase
their own contraceptives, would
pay extra to support the other

eras." Furthermore, Reer believes
that Steele will champion the Republican Party "on issues critical
to the future of this nation, such
as the bailout, abortion, and even
the freedom of speech." On the
opposite side of the aisle, Bobak
Fatemizadeh, president of the
College Democrats and A&S '09,
believes that Steele's "election is
an indication that at least certain
segments of the Republican party
recognize that they have a problem and a broken brand." However,
Fatemizadeh echoes the sentiment
of a large number of Democrats
who "question the ultimate impact
Mr. Steele as a single individual
can have in changing the shape of
the Republican party knowing
the powerful role played by talking
heads like Rush Limbaugh and Bill

Side

that we have
chosen. It was

sity to uphold
Catholic values?
Of course not.
Take a walk
to Campus
Convenience
for condoms
or stop by the
Cleveland Circle
CVS for birth
control pills.
They would be
happy to have your business.
A trip down Commonwealth
Ave. will find you a Planned
Parenthood office eager to serve
your not-so-Catholic STI and
contraceptive needs.

passion on both sides. Mike Reer,
president of the College Republicans and A&S '10, believes
Steele is the man to "rekindle the
entrepreneurial political spirit
that characterized this party
through the Reagan and Bush

Brendan Benedict
The Boston College administration likes to maintain
that safety is a priority. The
BC Police Department's slogan
reads, "Together for a safer
community." Dorms are regularly
inspected for fire safety, blue
safety lights are scattered over
campus, and the EagleTrans
service provides rides for any
student feeling unsafe. But the
buck apparently stops with sexuality, as the Jesuit institution
refuses to provide contraceptives
to students on campus. Now that
UGBC elections are near, the issue has once again come into the
spotlight. Although vehemently
opposed by the Catholic Church,
contraceptives are an important

student health,
and the administration should
consider distributing them.
The Catholic Church has
always considered contraception
to be a moral wrong, arguing that
the purpose of sex is procreation. This teaching discounts
affection as the primary motivator for coitus. It would also hold
that menopausal women, cancer
survivors, and the infertile would
not be morally permitted to have
intercourse. The Church further
argues that the dissemination
of contraceptives encourages
adultery and premarital sex.
Consider Genesis, where God
permits Abraham to have sex
with his wife, Sarah, though she
component to

nence-only were statistically as

likely to engage in intercourse
as their peers who were provided with the gamut of sexual
education. Without the necessary access to and instruction on
contraception, students are at
higher risk.
The use of a condom is critical in stopping the spread of the
Human Immunodeficiency Virus,
and is shown to reduce the likelihood of an infection by 85 percent. Although not as effective
with other STDs, condoms still
make gonorrhea, syphilis, Chlamydia, warts, herpes, and the
human papillomavirus (which
causes cervical cancer) rarer.
With over 25 million people dead
already from the HIV-caused
Acquired Immunodeficiency
Syndrome alone, the Church
needs to take a role in defending
the sanctity and preservation
of the life it trumpets from the
pulpit.

The Church also presents
abstinence as the only alternative to coitus, but this is untrue.
Even if one rounds first, the
ecumenical umpires cry foul.
But again, it doesn't stop people
from doing it. Though these

other activities are much safer
than intercourse and should be
encouraged as other options,
they still carry the risk of STDs
and even pregnancy, so they
do not eliminate the need for
accessible contraception. When
the Church labels these alternatives as heresy, they only make ?
them more likely to pose a risk to
practitioners.
Even if one is to accept the
Church's arguments on contraception at face value, the issue
of abortion presents a glaring
contradiction. Common sense
alone tells us that since condoms, pills, and other forms of
birth control prevent conception,
they also prevent abortions. If
there are fewer pregnancies,
there are going to be fewer abortions. For a religion that has
so fiercely denouncedabortion
in climbing the altar soapbox,
telling parishioners how to vote,
and practically excommunicating
John Kerry, there is no logical
reason why the Church hierarchy
would be opposed to stopping

abortions. And while contentions against the morning-after
pill may be valid, there is not a
shred of scientific evidence to
show that condoms end a life.
Certainly, even if one finds condoms to be immoral, they cannot
be worse than killing a baby.
Jeremiah 1:5reads, "Before I
formed you in the womb, I knew
you." In this verse, God speaks
to Jeremiah, staking a claim on
his power to create life. But if the
Church believes God to be absolute in his power and authority,
how could his will be thwarted by
a piece of latex? Even if contraception is used, God still holds a
plan for our souls and a time for
our birth. Though the Catholic
Church and the BC administration are trying to discourage premarital sex, it has always been,
and will continue to be, rampant.
If everyone is doing it (literally),
it makes sense to offer precautions to at-risk students and to
prevent more deaths from AIDS
and other STDs. By allowing
for birth control on campus, the
administrationwould actually
be preventing abortions, a pinnacle issue for the Church. But if
another election season passes
without these implementations,
students will only end up being
caught with their pants down.
Brendan Benedict is Asst. Market-

place editor for The Heights. He

welcomes comments at benedictb®
bcheights.com.
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International Insights

Iceland's government in economic trouble
taking on high levels of debt and

Barak Obama's Energy and Environmental Policy
UGBC
Feb. 16 at 7 p.m. Devlin 008
A panel conversation about President
Obama and his commitment to building
-

a new green economy

Movie Event; "Inconvenient TVuth"
UGBC

Feb. 18 at 9 p.m. Devlin 008
EVee showing of the award-winning movie
-

that highlights the dangers of global
warming

Town Hall Forum on Recycling

Kristin Anderson
On Jan. 26, the coalition government in Iceland collapsed after
weeks of angry protests. Iceland's
major banks collapsed earlier this
fall, leading to a serious financial

crisis and widespread protests.
The country's government has not
been able to quell the crisis, and
instead, the commerce minister
resigned and the national bank
president is under extreme pressure to resign as well.
In recent years, Iceland took
profits to the point of peril by

Management Consulting Club
EcoPledge
Feb. 17 at 7 p.m. Cushing 001
Students can go to this forum to understand more about recycling on campus,
as well as voice questions and concerns

deregulating the economy. It used
to be one of the poorest countries
in Europe with very little tourism
and revenue primarily from the
fishing industry. In the 19905, the
government took steps to help
liberalize the economy. Iceland
joined the European free trade
zone, enacted tax cuts, privatized
and deregulated many industries,
and allowed the currency to float
freely. The banks were allowed to
borrow more than 10 times the
country's entire gross domestic
product from international money
markets. For nearly a decade, this
seemed to be working fine as the
stock market soared and investors were eager to lend money to
Iceland. Iceland's currency, the
krona, was extremely strong and

Speaker event: Jerry Greenfield

UGBC

Feb. 18 at 7 p.m. Devlin 008
A lecture on socially-conscience corporations and radical business philosophy
by one ofthe co-founders of Ben &
Jerry's Homemade, Inc.
-

Movie Event: "The Garden"
Real Food BC
Feb. 18 at 9 p.m. Devlin 008
Real Food BC presents a documentary
about the largest urban garden in the US,
located in Los Angelas, CA.
-

PHOTO COURTESY OF
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Icelanders protested the economic crisis and government credibility.
Green Career Panel
-

fact, Icelandic households started
to have an average debt of 220
percent of disposable income. The
central bank reduced the reserve
requirement, meaning that they
had to keep less money on hand
and could lend out a greater
percentage of deposits. The
currency market became highly
speculative, but the government
continued to issue more debt and
more bonds^

The Financial Times correspondent for Iceland gave this
image: "Picture a pig trying to
balance on a mouse's back, and
you'll get some idea of the scale
of the problem." Eventually,

-

UGBC
Feb. 19 from 2:30 p.m. 6 p.m. The
Heights Room
This event consists of two panels, open
discussions, and time to network with
potential employers

the country had almost no unemployment. Iceland became one of
the top fiverichest countries in
the world, cited by the UN for the
health of its people and the high
standard of living.
However, investors and rating
agencies eventually thought the
debt burden was becoming too
high for the" small country. In

the world-wide economic crisis
reached Iceland with devastating
consequences. The stock market
has lost 90 percent of its value in
the past few months. The central
bank is insolvent, meaning that is
has more debt than it has assets.
Iceland's currency has lost more
than half its value.
In comparison to theUnited
States, the $700 billion financial
rescue plan to bail out thebanks
represents less than 5 percent of
US GDP. However, Iceland would
need an amount of money many
times greater than the entire
country's GDP in order to pay the
bank debt. Clearly, the country
has nowhere near the amount it

could possibly need to rectify
the situation.
Iceland's three major banks,
Landsbanki, Kaupthing and
Ghtnir, have failed, making it
impossible to pay back customers. Over half a million people,
the majority of whom are British, will not be getting their
money back. This led the British
government to employ anti-terrorism legislation to freeze the
assets of one ofthe banks and
make them subject to financial
sanctions. Many in Iceland are
enraged, saying that the freeze
exacerbated the problem and is
spiteful. Additionally, citizens of
Iceland have setup a Web site,
www.indefence.is, protesting the
U.K.'s actions and insisting that
they do not belong on a list of
those subject to financial sanctions, which includes groups like
al-Qaeda and the Taliban.
Perhaps this event is most
disturbing because it shows
that in thewake of economic
turmoil, countries have,started
to think only of themselves, their
economy, and their future. The
European Union is not functioning as it should if one of thenown has to borrow from the IMF.
Many have turned a blind eye to
their neighbors in order to deal
with their own troubles first.
While such a philosophy may be
inherently human, it can damage
relations between countries, and
such damage tends to last longer
than any financial crisis.
Kristin Anderson is a staffcolumnistfor The Heights. She welcomes
comments at andersonk@bcheighis.
com.

The Road Less Traveled
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Lexus RX 400h: Worse than golf
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Obama succeeds
in political sphere
Stimulus, from Bl
Republicans naturally favor
tax cuts over spending, but Presi-

dent Obama has already included
over $300 billion in tax cuts, over

one-third of the entire bill. This
was essentially laughed offby
Congressional Republicans. Tb
prove their desired point, Republicansreached back into (revisionist) history to the last major
economic crisis of tins scale, the
GreatDepression. Conservative
politicians havebeen insisting
(with straight faces) that the New
Deal did not bring America out of
the Great Depression and instead
made it worse. World War H, in
this retelling, was the only saving
grace of the nation's economy.
The GOP's desiredfix for
our broken economy is tax cuts,
war, and fear mongering about
sexualhealth issues and porkbarrel spending. Despite crushing
defeats at the polls in 2006 and
2008, the GOP's answer to its
own failings is to continue the
policies that brought them there.
Their only potential saving
grace is that theWashington
press is hardwired to think in
terms of these political games.
The sexual health provisions
received major coverage. Conservative talking heads have
outnumbered liberals two-toone on cable news. The stimulus
seemed to be getting away from
Obama, despitehis best intentions. His political epitaphs were
being written.
Like so many others did
throughout the campaign, conservatives are making the fatal
flawof underestimating Obama.
Despite his commanding wins
over the Clinton and McCain juggernauts, despitehis clear ability
to play hardball throughout his
career in politics, many insist on
viewing our President as a naive
political neophyte. Obama counted on this fact and proceeded to
play them like a fiddle.
Obama came off looking more
mature and bipartisan. He spoke
to Senate and House Republicans at the Capitol, invited many
of them to the White House
for drinks and discussions, and
included a huge tax cut provision that drew fire from the left.

More subtly, he set the stage for
Republicans to appear tied to
conservative interests. It was not
by accident that Obama mentioned Bush Limbaugh early in
negotiations. By tying opposi-

tion to the bill to the polarizing
Limbaugh, he made the opposition seem extreme to Democratic
and Independent voters, and
necessary to House Republicans,
whose constituents consume
heavy doses ofEl Rushbo's daily
diatribes.
'
Obama also knew the math,
and Democratic majorities in
the House and Senate made the
bill's passage nearly inevitable.
He waited until just before the
Senate approved the bill on Tuesday to unleash a massive public
relations offensive. Obama spoke
in Elkhart, Indiana, home to the
nations highest unemployment
rate, on Monday and reframed
thebill as a necessary means to
create jobs. He blocked off an
hour of television primetime on
Monday to discuss the bill with
reporters and mentioned jobs
countless times.
On Tuesday, as the Senate was
passing the bill, he appeared in
Florida with popular Republican
GovernorCharlie Crist. Crist, like
many other Republican governors, supports the stimulus package as written because it includes
much-needed aid to state and local governments. GOP moderates
such as Governor Crist know how
necessary they are and are willing
to stand with their president.
Despite Republican efforts,
the stimulus package will arrive
on Obama's deskwithin a week
or two. Though Democratic
majorities essentially ensured
this, it will still be perceived as a
major political victory for the new
president. Obama comes off looking presidential, bipartisan, and
focused; moderate Republican
governors are strengthened; and
the House and Senate look like
desperate captives of their party's
Limbaugh wing. Obama has made
it clear that the old tricks will not
work, but Republicans still don't
have a clue.
Joshua Darr is a staff columnist for
The Heights. He welcomes comments at darrj@bcheights.com.

Ameet Padte
I have absolutely no interest
in the game ofgolf. As far as I
can see, golf involves a bunch of
men dressed alike striking a small
whiteball with a metal bat into a
hole that someone has dug in the
ground. Whoever completes this
taskin the fewest number of hits
is the winner. In addition, golf appears to be the vainest "sport"in
theworld; there is no other athletic
activity in which men gatherbetween turns to discuss their clothes
and their 401K.
How inane is that? But, of
course, there must be something
that I am not seeing. There must
be some inherent thrill that
motivates the world's hedge fund
managers and accountants to
flock to these carefully maintained
artificial rolling hills to ceaselessly,
tirelessly, and fruitlessly chase
perfection. It is this, oddly enough,
that brings me to theLexus
RX4OOh.
Lexus, for those ofyou who
don't know, is the luxury marquee
of Toyota.'Because of this, Lexuses
have truly incredible build quality.
Indeed, a 10-year-old Lexus will,
on average, have as many problems per vehicle as a brand new
Mercedes. Unfortunately, unless
you buy the right one, a Lexus is
little more than a Toyota in some
fancy clothes. A Lexus ES is nothing more than a Toyota Camry, the
LX is essentially a Land Cruiser,
and the topic of this column, the
RX 400h, is a dressed-up Toyota
Highlander.
The small "h" at the end of the
name denotes the hybrid drive.
Like a Toyota Prius, the 400hhas

The new 400 his a hybrid SUV designed by Lexus. Despite its slick exterior; Padte claims it is not worth it's pricetag.
a gasoline engine and an electric motor; the motor is charged
during braking and canrun the
car by itselffor a short period of
time or assist the gasoline engine,

resulting in improvedfuel economy
and reduced emissions. In fact,
the 400h gets 26/24 city/highway,
while the standard non-hybrid RX
achieves 17/22 city/highway. In the
city, that's an improvement of a
whopping nine miles per gallon.
Wow, you must be thinking. It's
an SUV, so its size will help your
small self-esteem. It's a Lexus, so
other motorway users will know
you're loaded. And if that wasn't
good enough, it's a hybrid, which
has more fashion appealthan an
UGG-phone.
I did some math onjueleconomy.
gov and would like to share the.
results with you. Let's assume that
Lexus's fuel economy figures are
accurate, and that you drive the
American average of 15,000 miles
per year and plan to keep your
Lexus for the American average
of 7 years. For the duration, you

will save $5,071, which sounds
fantastic.
However, it's not all rosy. Firstly, the abovecalculations assume
that you drive 50/50 highway/city,
which is extremely rare for Americans; 70/30 is far more accurate.
This drops the savings to $3,769.
Secondly, thecalculations assume
that gas costs $4 per gallon for the
entire time during which you keep
your Lexus; if we lower it to a more
realistic $2.50 (though it's around
$1.90 as we speak), the savings
drop even further to $2,300.
Still, you might be thinking,
$2,300 isn't bad. You could buy
a Macßook Pro for that money.
Alas, the hybrid costs $6,000 more
than the standard RX, so even
in our worst-case scenario, you
wouldbe missing $929. That's not
enough for even the standard, bottom-of-the-line, poor-man's white
Macßook.
Still, you might be thinking, at
least my reduced emissions mean
that Mr. Polar Bear is slightly
safer from Mr. Sun. After all, it

is absolutely true that the 400h '

emits less noxious fumes than the
standard RX.
\u25a0 Once again, all is not as it . \u25a0
seems. The nickel used in the hy*
brid batteryis mined in Canada, a
process during which lots of sulfur
is released into the atmosphere,
causing acid rain. The nickel is
then shipped to Europe, where ifs
refined, and then shipped again
to China, where it's processed
and then shipped again to Japan,
where it's put in the car. The car is
then shippedto the United States.
Mmm. No emissions anywhere j
there, right? By the way, this procedure is true of all hybrids.
Lexushas toiled away for years
in the passionate pursuit ofperfection. They have succeeded by
passionatelyproducing something
perfectly useless. Unlike the game
of golf, there's definitely nothing.,
: i
more to it than that.
Ameet Padte is a staffcolumnist for
The Heights. He welcomes comments at padtea@bcheights.com:

A good night's sleep is always hard to find
Insomnia, from Bl
than socially acceptable; in rare
cases, sufferers' circadian rhythms

place natural sleep at such times
as 11 a.m. to 7 p.m. Sleep apnea
is a widespread contributor to
insomnia as well, and studies are
underway to explore just how
much of an influence it can have
on chronic insomnia. Sleep apnea
occurs when an obstruction in the

airway hinders breathing. This
can produce snoring or even a
complete halt in respiration, making sleep difficult.
On Feb. 10, the SSHI announced it had received $50,000

in funding to explore the links
commonly pointed out between

sleep apnea and insomnia.
Instead ofprimarily analyzing patients who stayed at sleep centers,
this study will focus on randomly
selected patients in their primary care clinics a much more
-

scientifically viable method, but
one that requires funding. In the
words ofDavid P. White, M.D.,
chief medical officer of Philips
Respironics, this study "will be an
important advancement in understanding therelationship between
insomnia and sleep apnea."
In the meantime, before the
results are out, how do we combat

this? Sleep meds can become
habit-forming and typically don't
induce natural sleep normal
sleep cycles are disrupted under
the influence ofcommon pharmaceuticals. Cognitive-behavior
therapy is one solution that has
shown potential in combating
aggressive forms of insomnia, but
it is time-consuming and requires
a large amount oftime investment. For those of us in college,
maintaining "sleep hygiene" is
key. If you train yourself to associate thebed with sleep only and
maintain a quiet, dark environment for an hour before bedtime,
you will have an easier time falling
-

asleep. Granted, this is close to
impossible on a college cam- ?
pus because of homework and
studying. But just a little sleep
hygiene and discipline goes a .
long way. Bright screens and .
stimulating video games trick;
the body into believing it is :
daytime, delaying the onset of
sleep. Even an extra hour per
night of sleep would do wonders
for your health, grades, and
-

sanity.

Nicholas Hanovice is a staffcolumnistfor The Heights. He welcomes
comments at hanovicen@bcheights.
com.
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Resident

Revolutionary
Jeff Impey: President of the

m

Nourish Chapter at BC
I A revolutionarywas once defined as a man
whose "entire being is devoured by one purpose,
one thought, one passion." Jeff Impey, CSOM '11,
can be describedas such a man. Hailing from
the Green Mountain State(Vermont, for those
of you who are unfamiliar with obscure state
nicknames), particularly a small little town by the
name of St. Johnsbury, Jeff seemingly learned t.o

lurish I

International applied to start a chapter for at Boston College. Nourish International
>rofit organization to bring students and communities together to find sustainable solutions
ce world poverty. By working with local NGOs that understand more closely the actual
d needs of the people, the Nourish chapters have completed some very successful and
ul projects. Anyone can get involved in the chapters throughout the year. Chapters in other
es have traveled to places all over the world, such as Peru, Brazil, Tanzania, and Uganda,

I

st a year now, our directorsgroup and have been working to make a Nourish Internaipter a reality on campus. Unfortunately, the administration has denied us official club status
le to fundraising policy. Right now, we're collaborating with an administrator at MIT as well

:hapters in the Nourish Network to plan a project in Uganda that will convert used bicycles
:le ambulances to combat HIV/AIDS. This semester we are going to hold fundraising events
and we plan to get a greater number of BC students involved,

ring and reading about the many entrepreneurialand innovative approaches to solving our
3blems. My passion began out of justwanting to learn more about the developing world

thing f would ask BC students AND administrationto d0...
of their comfort zone by getting more involved in the opportunities BC already offers and
risks and active leadership roles that will create new opportunities for students. If I could
C administration to do one thing, I would ask them to support more groups like ours that
litted to the values of BC in order to foster more leadership and activism on campus.

that we can engage students and inspire them to take more active roles in our global community as
well as empowering communities around the world through small-scale projects.

Tech Journal

The domination of digital TV
Joseph Jraitiny

Free "over-the-air" television
is about to experience a change

that will leave traditional analog
signals behind. Although the end
of analog transmissions was to
occur on Feb. 17 of this year, the
DTV Delay Act has extended
that date to June 12, 2009:
The Digital Transition and
Public SafetyAct of 2005 gave
the United States four years
to successfully end the use of
analog signals and convert all
households televisions to make
them compatible with the new
digital mandate. To support this,
all new television devices are to
include an Advanced Television
Systems Committee (ATSC)
tuner, effectivelyreplacing the
long used National Television
System Committee (NTSC)
tuner. The ATSC tuner includes
portable computers that can
display TV signals, DVD recorders, and of course, the standard
television set.
With an ATSC tuner, televisions and other devices will be
able to display higher quality
images, in addition to superior
sound versus that of the NTSC
tuner. The best feature that
comes with the ATSC tuner is its
ability to use. multiple steps to'
correct "errors" in signals that
are transmittedto it, virtually
leaving static and gray screens
behind. Although an ATSC
tuner can fix these errors, it also
depends greatly on the quality of
the television set you own, with
high-end sets having 1 percent to
3 percent more error correction
codes. Broadcasting stations will
also release some of these codes,
with its signals, allowing the
ATSC tuner to formulate picture
and sound if a problem should
occur with the broadcast.
There is a major negative
impact with this impending transition. As mentioned

.
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JosephJraitiny is a staff columnist
for The Heights. He welcomes comments atjraitinyj@bckeights.com.
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additional revenue.
There have been other issues
specific to certain territories in
the United States. In 1998, New
York City and Newark, New Jersey, were one of the earliestpioneers for the usage of the ATSC
tuner. Unfortunately, to cover
the entire area, the facilities that
housed the technology had to be
set atop a very high point, and
at that time, that was on one of
the"World Trade Center towers;
After the attacks of Sept: 11,
New York has struggled to find
another location to construct
these facilities. It will not be
until sometime in 2013 when the
Freedom Tower is erected that
there will be a point sufficiently
high enough to transmit the
signal to these areas without any
blackouts. In the meantime, the
Empire State Building will be
used, along with $30 million in
federal money to fill any voids in
the transmissions to these areas.
Other locations experiencing
infrastructure problems range
from Louisiana to Colorado;
So, on June 12,2009, people
still watching broadcasts'with
analog signals can say goodbye
to bunny-ear antennas and welcome a new, cffsper picture into
their homes.*

'

_

Liv ii

before, therereally is no gray or
static-like screen when trying to
get a signal; it is either a quality picture or nothing. In other
words, the technology used to
transmit signals to these ATSC
televisions is either hit or miss.'
In urban areas, this new technol-*ogy has proved inconsistent, with
the signal having trouble being
received in buildings located in
densely populated areas. This
has worried advertisers, too.
Those in the marketing industry
say that they could lose millions
of viewers who refuse to pay for
cable or satellite television or
upgrade their sets to be compatible with the new signal.
If a consumer wishes to continue using their dated television set, they can acquire a $40
coupon from the Department of
Commercefor the purchase of a
digital converter box. The coupon comes in the form of a credit
card, which cannot be used for
anything but one ofthese set-top
boxes. This is only applicable to
those who do not have pay-forTV services, such as a satellite
dish or cable television. Typical
prices range anywhere between
$40 and $75, so consumers
should expect, to pay anywhere '
from .$5 to $40 per box. Interestingly enough, some have said the
government has raised prices for
such devices after the transition
mandate was signed to bring in

\u25a0

\u25a04m

PHOTOCOURTESYOFTEACHPOLTCNJ.EDU

All families with analog televisions will soon be forced to switch to digital.
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FEMALE VOLUNTEERS with current or past anorexia nervosa,
Age 18-45, in stable medical health,
and not taking medications (with the
exception of oral contraceptives),
are sought for a study of behavioral
ratings and blood hormone levels.
Eligible participants will receive up
to $550 for a total of four
outpatient
visits and two overnight stays at the
Clinical Research Unit at Beth Israel
Deaconess Medical Center,
FOR MORE INFORMATION: Contact

Wanted: Bridge player. Student

Spacious one bedroom, one bath,
living room, kitchen, laundry room,
Furnished or unfurnished apartment

with beginner to intermediate bridge
skills. If interested, please call Tim
at 616-915-3079.

Tim's Handyman Services. We Do
Everything Right. Reasonable rates
Boston College area. Call Tim at 978994-1040 or e-mail at broderick.tim@
gmail.com or www.timbhandy.com.

5

Heights

in Waban section of Newton. Ten min
walk to Waban station T. Includes
heat, hot water, electric, maintenance,
one parking space. Owner occupied
with apartment in lower level. E-mail

You and I are far away with many
roads and buildings in between.
Given the distance, we may seem
that we've lost touch in the space
between, which is why I wrote to you
on this day, to wish you, Tessa, a
Happy Valentine's Day!

Workers needed. REAL FOOD
BC. Working for a sustainable food
system at Boston College. Workers
needed for Addie's Loft. In partnership with Dining Services we have
created a new cafe with a local
and green theme (open 4-9 p.m.).
The cafe is staffed mostly by Real
Food BC members. Even if it's just
one night a week, come earn some
money, get great food, and work for
sustainability on campus. Help us
with the Organic Garden. Our garden
is in full swing on Brighton Campus.
We need help harvesting and maintaining the garden. Fresh produce
for garden volunteers! Contact Julia
at Qabberti<S>bc.edu.

Professional bee keeper in search
of assistant for upcoming busy season. BC undergraduate preferred.
Height requirement is 5"7 or above
in order to fit suit. Call Wayne at
waynezbeez@gmail. com

sue@susann6mcirney.com.

AlixZamansky, Boston College: (617)
552-2758 or eating@bc.edu

The Laughing Medusa is BC's

only women's literature and arts
journal. Creative non-fiction, short

stories, poetry and visual art of any
genre are accepted and due Feb
20. Submissions can be dropped
off at the Women's Resource Center
(McElroy 141) or e-mailed to wrc@
bc.edu
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Amanda Geiger never saw the drunk driver.
Friends Don't Let Friends Drive Drunk.

For people who have to deal
with the harsh realities of fife,
Volunteers of America is there to
help. Since 1896, we've waited in
communities across the country to
restore hope and rebuild lives.
Today, we provide care to abused
and neglected children. The
elderly. People with disabilities.
Families in trouble. We give guidance to the home! ess and many
others who have lost their way.

Find out how you can help,
Call 1.800.899.0089 or visit us at
www.volunteersofamerica.org.

The need has never been greater.
And we are there to offer support
and compassion to help create
positive change in a person's life.
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Loss makes Duke a must-win Clemson
beats BC
By Jessica Isner
Heights Senior Staff

They may act like they aren't thinking about it, but
they are. How could they forget?
A little over a month ago. Boston College was Hying
high at thehelm ofthe ACC. The Eagles had just taken
down a team once believed to be the best in the history
of college basketball: they were ranked for the first time
since early 2007, and they still had a couple of games
lelt in the cupcake portion of their schedule.
Then, they became the first ranked team ever to
be beaten by Harvard. It's all history from there.
Now. sitting at 6-5 in conference play with five
games remaining in the regular season, every single
contest is swathed in dire necessity. x\s the pressure
mounts, captain Tyrese Rice and his young cohorts
have cracked little by little first against Wake Forest
and then hi an 87-77 home loss against No. 12 Clemson.
Their resolve is weakening; BC has proven that it can
come out of the gates strong, but it cannot seem to
maintain enough poise to finish the job. The second
half is killing the Eagles, and it could very well kill their
NCAA dreams if something doesn't change on Sunday
afternoon at 5:30.
"When we beat UNC, the loss to Harvard [erased
it], so if we beat Duke, it erases the St. Louis loss," Rice
said after the game. "Wc look at it like if you win a big
game, it takes away a bad loss. It's just an opportunity
for us to come in and show what we can do."
In Tuesday night's showdown against Clemson,
Rakim Sanders and Cortncy Dunn kept BC on life
support in the first 20 minutes. Sanders, seemingly
recovered from a wrist injury that held him scoreless
at Wake Forest two days earlier, could not miss from
beyond the arc, shooting a bigger-than-it-seemed
three-for-three en route to 16 first-half points. Dunn,
filling in for a foul-hampered Josh Southern, seemed
to be the only Eagle who could contend with Tigers
bruiser Trevor Booker, hauling down four big boards
all offensive and registering a career-high eight
points, mostly on put-backs.
The sophomore duo infused some much-needed
enthusiasm into the BC bench and kept the crowd in
the game. They allowed BC to head into the locker
room at the intermission with a 39-35 lead.
Then, just like Sunday, BC let things fall apart
-

From Clemson, B8
[| was the Eagles' second game in three days,
and Clemson's athleticism and full-court press appeared to wear BC out in the second half. "1 don't
think it was a factor from the fatigue standpoint,
but it was a factor as far as preparation was concerned," Skinner said. ''The unfortunate part is
that we had to play on the road [first], so we had
to travel and then travel back. Some people get to
play at home on that first day and I think that's a
little bit easier."
After Biko Paris hit two free throws with 12:55
remaining, the Tigers turned a two-point deficit
into a 10-point lead. Oglesby, who finished with
21 points, had a four-point play during the run,
combining efforts with Trevor Booker to turn
momentum in the Tigers' favor. Booker had two
powerful clunks in the stretch, as Clemson took a
71-61 advantage with 8:58 left.
"There was a period when we got a little flustered," Skinner said. "You can't be inconsistent
against constant pressure like that. We did not
consistently execute against them."
With Sanders silling on the bench, Tyrese Rice
became the Eagles' main option, and they quickly
closed the gap. Rice scored BC's next eight points,
igniting a run that brought the team within four
points with 5:51 remaining.
That was as close as the Eagles came, however,
as the Tigers scored on their next three possessions. Although Clemson missed several shots
down the stretch, it consistently grabbed offensive
rebounds and scored second-chance points. Clemson finished the game with 21 offensive boards,
including live from Booker and seven from forward

-

-

-

down the stretch.
How did it happen? Choose whichever reason suits
you best.
Blame it on the fact that Sanders was held to
seven points in the second frame, while Dunn was
held to zero zero points and zero rebounds. Booker,
meanwhile, ate the Eagles alive in the paint, totaling
14 points and 11 boards down the stretch. He pulled
off a double-double in the second half alone. Clemson
guard Terrence Oglesby managed to finish with 21
points after being held to three in the first half. The
Tigers needed only four second half points from second-leading scorer K.C. Rivers to outscore BC by 14
-

in the final 20 minutes.

'u

Rakim Sanders rebounded from a wrist injury to score 23 points against Clemson. Will the Eagles rebound to beat Duke?
Blame it on that, down by four points with just
under four minutes remaining, head coach Al Skinner
had four bench players on the court. Granted, the BC
bench outscored Clcmson's subs, 23-5, which could
certainly come in handy during tournament time
but experience goes a long way during crunch time
-

in

must-win.
Blame it on the fact that BC's grueling February
schedule features games against conference leaders
Wake Forest, Clemson, and Duke, all within a sevena

day span.

Duke surely erases some of the lingering sting from
losses to Harvard and St. Louis.
"If we can get [a win against Duke], that will give
us two great wins," Skinner said. "We got one already
[against UNC], and it could pay dividends for us at the
end of the season. In this league, there are no real 'bad'
teams. But anytime you can get a win against a ranked
team in the position that we're in now, like I said, it
pays dividends for us once the season's over."
ESPN's Andy Katz - a BC enthusiast, mind you
projected at the beginning of this week that, if the
Eagles can snag two wins against Clcmson, Duke,
and Florida State, they will be a lock for March Mad-

Whatever the reason for the loss, the implications
are big: Now, an already formidable match-up against
Duke becomes a go-big-or-go-home must-win. If
BC can knock off the Blue Devils, it will boast a 7-5
conference record heading into its last four games, all
of which are winnablc and. obviously, a win against

ness.

One win, and Skinner's kids still have a chance.
Zero wins?
Well, no one ever said the second half was easy. \u25a0

-
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the entirely of the game against Maine a few days
prior. The Crimson finished with 40 shots on goal
in the game; Schaus saved them all. Two years ago,
Schaus faced Harvard in a triple-overtime game
in the first round of the tournament and saved 73
shots, giving her 113 career Beanpot saves against
the Crimson.
"It's more the Beanpot." Schaus said of her
high-save games against Harvard over the years.
"It's just so exciting. You watch it growing up and
you hear about it all year, and this is what you're
playing for."
Schaus had h'4 saves in the tournament - 40 in
the championship and 24 against Northeastern in
the first round. Her efforts were rewarded with the
Bertagna Award for the Most Outstanding Goaltender. The junior netminder recorded her 2,678th
career save, bringing her within nine saves of BC's
record.
The Eagles were a bit slow in the first period, as
they only managed six shots on goal. In the second,
things started going t heir way more. BC recorded 14
shots, compared to Harvard's nine, and started to
gain momentum.
"We felt pretty good alter the second period.
Things were starting to happen a little bit more for
us. We were pretty positive and pretty excited to

get back out there and play the 20 minutes," King
said. "I thought we had a lot more opportunities in
the second period, and I think we had a few more
power plays as well."
The momentum from the second period transferred into the short-handed goal by Stack that won
the game. It was Stack's second game-winner of the
Beanpot for which she was named the tournament
MVP. The goal was also BC's second short-handed
score of the tournament.
Stack leads Hockey East in scoring and assists
with 49 and 28. respectively. In addition, her 21
assists are good for third in the league. Thanks in
large part to the efforts of Stack. BC ranks second
in Hockey East in total goals, with 91, and in goals
per game, with a 3.03 average, for the team's 30
games this season.
Although the Eagles came out on top, the box
score seemed to favor the opponent from across the
river. Harvard outshot BC 40-23 in the game and a
lopsided 12-3 in the third period. Despite the difference in shots, especially down the stretch, Schaus
stepped up when it mattered most and sealed the
victory for her squad by doing what she has all
season: deflecting everything sent at her.
With three games remaining in the regular season, BC will look to ride the emotional high from
its Beanpot win toward the top seed in the final
conference standings. \u25a0

BC finds consolation
From Men's Hockey, B8
able to follow up on a rebound and slap it past a
shielded Muse for the goal. The Eagles responded
halfway through the period when Jimmy Hayes
was able to find Brian Gibbons sliding to the back
doorstep. Harvard's defense did a good job of
standing him up, but Gibbons was relentless and
managed to gel his body in front ofHayes' pass and
redirceted the puek into the back of the net to tie
t he game at two.
Before the Eagles and their fans could breathe
a sigh of relief. Harvard capitalized on another
mistake by Muse. Taking a dump-in pass behind his
own net. Muse got caught facing intense Crimson
pressure and was forced to pass the puek into the
center of his own end. Harvard's Nick Coskren saw
this opportunity, and was able to get the puek mi
net and past an out-of-posilion Muse.
With just over a minute remaining in the period,
the Eagles brought the game back to a level playing
field when Kyle Kucharski was able to lind Uncinate
Ben Smith in front of the net, who quickly knocked
home the short pass to make the score .'i-,'5 at the
end of the period. As the teams headed to tindressing rooms, the shots on the board read 36-19
in favor of I he Eagles.
Tile liaglcs continued their pressure into the
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"We have to look ahead," said the senior. "We can't
harp on a loss right now at this point in the season.
Any and every win is important right now."
"I would've liked to beat all three of them, honestly," Rice said about this week's schedule against
Wake Forest, Clemson, and Duke. "But if we can
win one, it's probably going to erase a bad loss."
His coach agreed: "This league can be very
forgiving if you can win, even if we lose a few. If
you win a few, it helps you because the league is
so strong. There's a lot of opportunities out there
for us." \u25a0

Lady Eagles triumph
From Beanpot, B8

W

Raymond Sykes.
Although the Tigers dominated the paint in the
final ten minutes. Skinner chose to leave Joe Trapani and Josh Southern out of the game. Southern
was saddled with four fouls, while Trapani had
struggled earlier in the half.
Alter the loss, Rice appeared ready to move on,
quickly referencing Sunday's game against Duke.

third period, as they upped their shot total to
over 40 in the game, but Carroll continued to
make everything look all too easy while in net. On
a number of occasions, the sophomore came up
big for Harvard, once reading some beautiful BC
passing to rob Cam Atkinson of a fancy goal that
would have given the Eagles the lead. This backand-forth action continued throughout the third
period until the very last minute of play, when Benn
Ferriero struck again. When Harvard was unable to
clear the zone, Ferriero jumped onto a loose puck
and danced around Carroll to give the Eagles a goahead lead with 41.3 seconds left, giving the Eagles
a much-needed win. The team put 46 shots on net
in comparison to Harvard's 22, and BC was able to
salvage a third-place finish in the Beanpot.
York praised his team's play since the difficult
loss to Northeastern a week prior. "I thought
that our club played better tonight than we have
recently." he said. "Two good games back to back;
we played UMass on Friday and then came back
here to play Harvard on Monday."
Despite the drop in the overall rankings from No.
12 to 15, York remained positive with the improvements the team had made over recent games. "I
I hink we've made some progress," he said. "We still
have a long way to go because we always set the bar
fairly high with how well we want to play." \u25a0
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The Week Ahead
Men's hoops hosts Duke on Sunday,
while the women's team travels to
Miami. Women's hockey has a rivalry
game with BU, while the men have
a critical Hockey East series with
UMass Lowell. Pitt and UConn clash
in the game of the week.

The Heights

7

Standings

Recap from Last Week

David Amstutz

Both hockey teams beat Harvard in
the Beanpot, with the women winning the title and the men picking
up the consolation. The basketball
teams were not as fortunate, as the
men faded against Clemson and the
women fell short against Maryland.

Paul Sulzer
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Heights staff

10-10

Zach Wielgus

BC notes
Football
Head coach Frank Spaziani announced the hiring of two
on Monday: tight ends coach Dave
Brock and offensive line coach Sean Devine.
Brock has 20 years of coaching experience, including stints
at Temple, North Carolina, and Kansas State. At Kansas
State, Brock served as wide receivers coach in 2007 and offensive coordinator and wide receivers coach this past season.
Devine coached at New Hampshire for 13 of his 15 years at
the collegiate level. He was the Wildcats' offensivecoordinator
for the past two seasons, guiding one of the best offenses in
the FCS. UNH was ranked No. 8 nationally in scoring offense
under Devine. '
new assistant coaches
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"We'll miss you Brett. I guess it's time to
bring back Testaverde."
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This Week's Games

Swimmingand Diving
Boston College hosted the New England Invitational on
Saturday. John Maloy stood out for the Eagles with victories
in the 100-yard backstroke (54.66), the 200-yard backstroke
(1:56.98), and the 200-yard individual medley (1:58.91). Caryn
Switaj matched Maloy's success with' three wins of her own in
the 100-yard individual medley (59.15), the 100-yardfreestyle
(53.99), and the 200-yard freestyle (1:56.97). The Eagles
won a pair of relays: the 200-yard medley featuring Kayla
Posocco, Caroline Hayes, Switaj, and Evangelina Barnard
and the 200-yard freestyle featuring Katie Mann, Barnard,
Jesse Couper, and Switaj.

Despite late charge, Terrapins outlast Eagles
By Maegan

O'Rourke

Heights Editor
After losing two straight games against ACC
opponents, the Boston College women's basketball
team was looking to get back into the win column.
Even with a career-best 21 points from senior guard
Corey Rusin, the Eagles (17-7, 5-4 ACC) could not
pull out a victory against the No. 11 University of
Maryland Terrapins (19-4, 7-2 ACC) on Monday
night, losing 85-81 at Conte Forum. The Terrapins
were led by'a game-high 23 points from Marissa
Coleman.
t
The game started with a fast, up-tempo pace,
as both teams traded baskets to open the first half
in the opening minutes. Maryland struck first with
a 3-pointer from guard Kristi Toliver, while BC
center Carolyn Swords scored the first six points of
the game for the Eagles. A jumper by guard Jaclyn
Thoman at 14:59 brought the score to 11-10 in favor
of BC, and the lead continued to switch teams for
the majority of the half.
BC, and Swords in particular, had many inside
opportunities in the first half. The Eagles looked to
bring the ball down low early and often. BC had a
relatively easy time penetrating the Marylarid defense, garnering 24 points in the paint in the first
half compared to Maryland's 14.
"We definitely want to play inside out and get
the ball inside," said head coach Sylvia Crawley.
"At halftime, we did have 24 points in the paint, but
some of that was from penetration. We shot some
mid-range shots and got the ball inside by pass or
dribble, and that was our game plan. We executed
that all the way to the end."
With the Terrapins down by five with 5:05 remaining, Toliver and Coleman led Maryland on a
17-5 run to close out the half. Toliver had eight of
her 14 first-halfpoints in the stretch, including two
of her four "3-pointers in the half. Coleman scored
the last six points for the Terrapins, which brought
the Maryland lead to eight. Rusin hit a three with
12 seconds remaining to make the score 46-41 at
halftime.
While BC shot 60 percent from the field in the
first half, Maryland hit seven of its 10 3-pointers and
had 16 points offBC's' eight turnovers. The Terrapins
also shot 100 percent from the free-throw line on
seven chances, while BC only attempted one. Rusin
went a perfect four of four for 10 points.
With 10 minutes left in the game, Swords made
the free throw of her three-pointplay, bringing the
score to 69-64. After this point, the Eagles did not
score until 4:53, missing eight outside shots in the
process. Meanwhile, Maryland scored seven points
during the stretch, extending the lead to 12. At one
point, with 7:30 left to play, the Terrapins had three
offensive rebounds in one possession that led to a
Marah Strickland layup.
Even after this rough stretch, the Eagles were
not done yet. BC battled back with an 11-2run that
featured four points from Rusin. But with 46 seconds
remaining and the shot clock running down,Toliver
showedwhy she is a Wooden Award candidate, nail-

Maryland point guard Kristi Toliver goes upfor two of her 19 points. The Naismith Award candidatealso contributed with seven assists in the Terrapins' four-pointvictory.
ing a three from the top of the key. This gave Maryland a six-point lead and put the game out ofreach
for the Eagles. Thoman completed a three-point
play with 35 seconds left to cut the lead to three,
but BC was forced to foul. The Eagles sent Coleman
to the line where she hit both free throws. BC had
two chances to tie the game during two different
possessions, but could not knock down the shot or
come up with an offensive rebound.
"I think our players, they really wanted to win,"

Crawley said. "There are some games whenIfeel like
they didn't play hard enough, and I feel like, 'You
didn't want it.' But today they really wanted it; they
fought hard, but we just have to put it all together."
Coleman filled the stat sheet with seven boards,
five assists, and four steals to go along with her
scoring. She was also 10 for 10 from the free-throw
line, clinching the game in theend for the Terrapins.
Toliver had 19 points and seven assists, while Lynetta
Kizer and Demauria Liles contributed 16 and 12

points, respectively.
Rusin had a career night on eight-of-10 shooting.
Thoman recorded her first double-double, with 13
points and 10 assists. Swords scored 19points, while

Picco had 15.
BC has now lost three straight games to ranked
opponents: Duke, Florida State, and Maryland. The
Eagles' once promising playoff prospects are now
fading; they must get back on track when they face
the University of Miami on Monday. \u25a0

The stars will come out to shine this weekend in Phoenix
Ryan Murphy

The 58th Annual NBA All- Star weekend extravaganza is the place where bailers and celebrities
can rub elbows, slap five, and trade "I can't believe
he just did thatl's." Handheld video cameras are
the accessory of choice for this star-studded affair.
Big screen icons and NBA superstars alike, no one
is going to want to miss a moment of action.
This weekend, the US Airways Center in Phoenix, Ariz., is host to the NBA's most exciting three
days, and if the past All-Star weekends are any indication, then fans are in for a high-flying, gravity
defying, and SportsCenter highlighting experience.
From the first All-Star game held in 1951 at the Old
Garden (the original Boston Gardenfor you outof-staters) to last year's event in New Orleans, the
bar has been set higher and higher for the players,
and this year already looks to set the standard even
higher for All-Star games to come.
Over the course of the weekend, the NBA has
packed the schedule full of events for both fans and
players alike to take part in; the real action occurs,
however, primetime Friday and Saturday night.
Friday we see the NBA's young stars take center
stage as the rookies take on the sophomores in the
T-Mobile Rookie Challenge. With Dwayne Wade

as their honorary head coach, the rookie team, lead
by Derrick Rose and Greg Oden, hope to avenge
last year's 27-point loss. They have a tough task
ahead of them, as Dwight Howard coaches the
Kevin Durant-led sophomores.
If this is not enough excitement for you, just
look forward to Saturday night, where athletic
skills and precision shooting takes center stage.
Yes, I'm talking about the 3-point competition and
the always exciting slam dunk competition. Larry
Legend isn't walking through those doors, but
this year's crop of downtown threats look to bring
the steady aim and range to the five racks of balls
positioned along the 3-point line.
Atlanta's Mike Bibby and Orlando's Rashard
Lewis are the immediate favorites, but all six competitors are sure to make it exciting as one tries
to take home the Foot Locker 3-Point trophy. Following the 3-point shootout, a new event is being
introduced this year: the game of H-O-R-S-E. For
those of you unaware, H-O-R-S-E is a game commonly-played on playground courts worldwide with
these simple rules: match the same shot your opponent just made or get a letter; the first one to get
H-O-R-S-E loses. The game continues until there
is one player left standing with the bragging rights
ofbeing a bailer and not a barnyard animal. This is
the first time that the NBA will bring the backyard

game into the big arena, and the inaugural competition will feature Kevin Durant,' Joe Johnson, and
O.J. Mayo. You can be sure of one thing: the more
letters each player has, the more outlandish the
attempts will become.
After the shots are done raining down, the
high-flyers step up and try to out-duel their fellow
rim-rockers in the Sprite Slam Dunk Competition.
Last year's champion, Dwight Howard> is again in
this year's contest as he tries to out-do his amazing
superman impression that won him the crown and
bragging rights as 2008's best dunker.
This year, he faces some stiff competition from
Memphis' Rudy Gay, Portland's Rudy Fernandez,
and the Knicks' liliputian leaper Nate Robinson,
who at 5-9 won the 2006 Dunk Competition by
soaring over fellow little man and 1986 champion
Spud Webb. With each of these men trying to
become this year's best dunker, any normal dunk
won't suffice. The days of Jordan soaring from the
free-throw line and Dr. J's 360 are long gone and
have given way to assists from teammates, jumping over tables, and even blowing out the candles
on a cupcake (a Gerald Green dunk from last year's
event).
As the years go by, the event begins to look
less and less like real life and more and more like
Nintendo's NBA Jam, but while each dunk is more

outrageous than the one before it, they help make
for some of the best entertainment the weekend
has to offer.
The finale comes Sunday, as the very best of
the West goes head to head with the stars of the
East. The West looks to rebound from a very
exciting but very tough loss, looking to counter the
East with their starting lineup of stars highlighted
by Kobe Bryant and Chris "CP3" Paul. The East
sends their stars into battle lead by Kevin Garnett
and Leßron James.
While the game itself has been historically.high
scoring and not competitive, the All-Star games of
the past few years have provided a lot ofintensity
and entertainment especially last year's contest
highlighted by an East comeback thanks to some
fourth quarter heroics of Boston's Ray "Jesus
Shuttlesworth" Allen, who will be playing again
this year.
While the game may not mean as much aslhe
MLB All-Star game (with World Series home£etd
advantage on the line), it certainly is just as exoitring as any all-star game could offer, and the events
make it arguably some ofthe
of the
best days in sports.
-

Ryan Murphy is a junior in the College of Arts & Sciences. He can bereached at sports@bcheights.com.
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We're only
halfway
there

Tigers prey on second-half troubles
By

Meaghan Ellis

At the beginning of the game, I
wasn't sure how this column would go.
Was I going to describe "Tyree and the
boys" pulling out an exciting win and
boastfully welcoming the Blue Devils
this weekend? Was I going to take the
stylistic route and write about the fan
attendance and complain about the
strange concoctions that pose as soft
pretzels and sell for 10 times their actual
worth? Or was it going to be a wistfully
pessimistic column about something
that seems to be perpetually just out of
our reach: success? You can guess which
I settled on and it's not the pretzels.
Superfans may have been surprised
to find out that their ordinary student
tickets were actually valid for a double
header on Tuesday. In the first game,
head coach Al Skinner wavedhis arms
excitedly (albeit awkwardly) from his
seat; the players were sinking 3-pointers
left and right; theband struck up "Viva
la Vida;" and for a minute, I thought
that with theexcitement inside Conte
Forum, there was no hope for the Tigers.
Rakim Sanders owned the court, scoring
16points in the first half, and he, Tyler
Roche, and Rice all sank 3-pointers
like it was their job. The sophomore
class shined in the first half and gave
a glimpse of what life at Conte will be
likepost-Tyrese. Cortney Dunn played
impressively, making consecutive layups
and maintaining excellent focus and
composure in free-throw situations. Joe
Trapani and Biko Paris formed a solid
presence on the court as well. Despite
a solid game plan and quality effort
from our players, however, Clemson was
a force to be reckoned with, and their
remarkably precise outside hitters kept
the score tied most of the half.
Then the second half (or second
game, if you will),began. Skinner, I ask
only one question of you. Why did you
bench Sanders and Trapani? Sanders
was nearly unstoppablefrom everywhere
on the floor, while Trapani has been
the team's most consistent defensive
rebounder. There were no flashy jump
shots or any shots at all from
Sanders for the final 13:30 of the game,
because for the second half, he wasn't
doing much more than I was. Enlighten
us, Al. Was the first halftoo exciting?
Don't care for nail biters? Regarding
Sanders, Skinner told reporters, "We've
got other players. Ifhe was [benched],
do you think I'd tell you?" Thanks for
the insight. The second game was ripe
with uncontested Clemson dunks, sloppy
passing, and failed rebounds. To cap it
off, our defense broke down in the last
quarter of the game, giving up basket
after basket when the shot clock was
in single digits. The players seemed
defeated, and the crowd could sense it.
By the end, fans were streaming out,
shaking their heads. Another one bites
the dust.
BC is a team of talented and skilled
players, who have proven themselves
sporadically throughout the season.
The first halfof Tuesday's game showed
hints of these capabilities, which
include playing right alongside a team
that easily beat Duke just a week ago.
The second game is where the season's
recurring theme appeared: This one
was winnable, but we didn't have quite
enough. There is, however, a silver
lining in the cloud that is our 6-5 ACC
record. As you may have heard, Duke
rolls in on Sunday. As we have seen this
season, big wins don't necessarily work
like rollover minutes wins alone do
not provide enough momentum to win
subsequentgames (congrats Harvard).
Hopefully Tuesday's loss will serve as
additional motivation to defeat Duke
and propel Boston College into the
tournament. As Skinner said, "That's
the great thing about this league
there's another opportunity coming up."
If we can take this opportunity and run
with it, anything is possible. Let's just
hope that we only play one game against
Duke next weekend I'm not so sure I
liked the doubleheader.

David Amstutz

Sports Editor

Demontez Stitt and the Tigers shut down Tyrese Rice late in the game to win by 10 points.

The stage appeared set at Conte
Forum on Tuesday night, with a top-15
team in the house and an opportunity
at redemption following a 17-point collapse just two days before. But with
a late meltdown for the second consecutive game, Boston College failed
to secure the upset, falling to Clemson,
87-77.
BC opened the game playing with
an apparent sense of urgency. Rakim
Sanders scored the contest's first five
points before Clemson weathered the
storm and turned a 5-0 deficit into a
16-13 lead. Terrance Oglesby connected
on a 3-pointer with 12:53 remaining in
the first half to complete the Tigers'
run. Still, buoyed by Sanders' play, the
Eagles answered with an 11-3 spurt,
which gave them a five-point advantage.
The guard scored eight points during the
stretch, including two on a rim-rattling
dunk that brought Conte's faithful out
of their seats in celebration.
Sanders scored 16 points in the half,
seemingly drawing additional defenders

each time he touched the ball on the
perimeter. With his presence on the
floor, space opened in the low post, and
backup center Cortney Dunn contributed with eight points in the next five
minutes. Dunn, whose previous careerhigh was five points, drew a standing
ovation when he walked off the court
near the end of the half with BC leading'
by a point.
"Tonight, he was able to score a
couple of points, and so that brought a
little more attention to him," BC head
coach Al Skinner said about Dunn's performance. "But he's been giving us this
kind ofeffortfor a long time, ever since
league play started." With the careerhigh, Dunn raised his season average to
1.0 points per game.
Behind Dunn's unexpected offensive
contribution and Sanders' outstanding
start, BC went into the locker room at
halftime with a 39-35 lead. It marked
the second consecutive time that the
Eagles led at the break against a ranked
opponent; on Sunday, they led by one
before falling to No. 8 Wake Forest.

See Clemson, B6
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Steady Schaus spurs Beanpot win
By Diana C. Nearhos
Heights Editor

With 9:51 left in the game, forward
Brie Baskin skated into the penalty box
for hooking, leaving Boston College down
a player. Twenty-two seconds later, forward Allie Thunstrom tore down the ice
with the puck, accompaniedby linemate
Kelli Stack and Harvard's star forward
Sarah Vaillancourt, who was defending
Stack. Thunstrom passed the puck across
the net to Stack, who sent it past Crimson
goaltender Christina Kessler. The Eagles
had finally scored after two and a half
scoreless periods to take a 1-0 lead.
"I think Allie tipped the puck up to
herself," Stack said. "Once I saw, I knew
Vaillancourt was a forward so I figured
two-on-one with a forward playing, we
definitely had to capitalize and score.-1
knew Allie was going to get it past her
stick and I would get it in. Her pass was
right on my stick and it went in."
The One goal was all No. 7 BC needed
to surpass the Crimson of Harvard in the
championship game of the 31st annual
Beanpot Tournament on Tuesday. The
victory was BC's third Beanpot title in
four years.
"The seniors had won their freshman
and sophomore years, and they knew
what it was like to not get that chance
last year," said BC head coach Katie King.
"They really played hard tonight."
The first two periods may have lacked
scoring, but not excitement. Eagles' goaltender Molly Schaus saw 19 shots in the
first period alone, more than she faced in

See Beanpot, B6

Goaltender Molly Schaus made 40 saves to record her 17th career shutout in the Eagles' 1-0 victory in the Beanpotchampionship.

Late score by Ferriero beats Harvard
By Mark Nugent
Heights Staff

The men's hockey team kept up the
strong play that they demonstrated in
their 2-0 win against UMass last Friday
by fighting to the very end against a

formidable Harvard team. Although the
contest was a nail-biter throughout much
of the game, the Eagles came out on top
by a 4-3 score against the Crimson at
the TD Banknorth Garden on Monday

-
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See Men's Hockey, B6
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ALEX TRAUTWIG

Brian Gibbons scored a controversial goal that led to a win In the Beanpot consolation game.

night.
The game was fairly quiet until about
eight minutes into the game when Edwin
Shea was sent to the box for cross checking to put Harvard on the power play for
the first time. Nearly 50 seconds later,
Nick Petrecki joined Shea in thesin bin on
a slashing call, and BC quickly found itself down two men on the ice. The Eagles
were able to kill off the first penalty very
well, but could not hold off the Harvard
attack for long, as Pier-Olivier Michaud
slapped a rebound by the glove side of

John Muse to make the game 1-0 in favor
of the Crimson. The Eagles had learned
their lesson, however, andknew that they
had to get right back to work. Without
wasting so much as a beat, they struck
back on a Benn Ferriero power-play goal
into the top corner of the net off a pass
from Joe Whitney and Barry Almeida to
knot the score at one all. Despite each
goaltender letting one slip past them in
the first period, both played fairly well,
with Muse stopping nine shots and Ryan
Carroll turning away 12.
Eagles head coach Jerry York talked
about how impressed he was with his
assistant captain. "I think Benn Ferriero
had his best game ofhis senior year," York
said. "I thought he was a real factor in a
lot of different areas."
The second periodjumped to life fairly
quickly as both teams battled for the goahead score. It was Michaud who would
give the Crimson a 2-1 lead, as he was

-

Be the first to correctly answer the trivia question below to editor@bcheights.com and receive two free tickets
to Sunday's game.

Meaghan Ellis is the business assistant
ofThe Heights. She can be reached at
sports@bcheights.com.
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Editor's Corner
Thursday
restore the American economy and spirit. I don't mean
restoring record sales; I mean restoring and raising the lyrics
of most popular songs. The marketrides on confidence and
the Zeitgeist feeds on warmth, so if the people and the
president can once again popularize confident, warm songs,
Jim Kramer may not burst lavafrom his volcanic forehead.
Science validates this. In a study published in Psychology
of Music, researcher Terri Pettijohn correlatedthe top songs
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on the Billboard charts from 1955 on with the social and economic climateof each respective
year. The results revealed a consistent trend: "When socioeconomic conditions were more
challenging," Pettijohn said, "the songs that had more meaningful themesand content were
most popular." Let's examine.
In 2003, 50 Cent's profound "In Da Club" topped the year-end Billboard singles charts. Like
a modern E.E. Cummings, each line of 50's opus reverberates with social poignancy, like "When
I pull out up front, you see the Benz on dubs / When I roll 20 deep, it's 20 knives in the club,"
and sublimeromanticism with proverbs like, "I'm into having sex /1 ain't into making love."
Such lyrics counteredthe angst and mourning of Sept. 11 and the volatileeconomy, especially
the ballooningreal estate market. As a result, along with the popularity of other masterpieces
like R. Kelly's "Ignition" and Sean Paul's "Get Busy," society delvedfurther into confusion, with
an onslaught of reality television and an unreal war, leading to our current condition.
But now, thanks to the Internet's blossoming of great underground artists, we have the weapons
to institute a paradigm shift. Mr. President, endorse Animal Collective to boost theAmerican spirit.
Before your State of the Unions, before press conferences, before any public appearance, walk out
with songs like "My Girls." With the simplistic, heartfelt, and hypnotic chorus, "I just want four
walls and adobe slabs for my girls," the song will catch on and rekindle the American spirit and in
turn restore confidence in the market and economy. Utilize music not only for art's sake, but for
the livelihood of the people. As Grammy President Neil Portnow stated on Sunday, create a cabinet
for the arts. If the government sponsors soulful and hearty music, its people will respond well.
But anyone with a brain can negate my entire argument. Anyone could argue that popular
songs become popular as a product of the spirit of the times and not the opposite. Maybe we're
doomed to party in the club all the time and forced to shun reality, to "try to act like we ain't
know where we be neither," as Poet Laureate Fifty commented. Maybe the stimulus package
will fizzle and we'llhave to barricade ourselves within the comforting wall of the likes of Fifty,
Ludacris, Flo Rida, and all the Ego Boyz.
_j
But the bottom line, Mr. President, to you and the people, is that regardless of how '\u25a0iQr
deep this economy dwindles, we will always have music as a source of warmthand
human** But for the sake of generations to come, please listen to Fifty sparingly.

KSA CULTURE SHOW
Robsham Theater

BETH JEAN
Middle East

Saturday

NEW DEAL
Palladium
SWINEDELLS
Midway Cafe

OLAA CULTURE SHOW
Robsham Theater

BRETT DENNEN
Paradise Rock Club
CAPTAIN CUTTHROAT
Middle East

Sunday

SOCIAL CIRCLE
Midway Cafe

SHRINKING ISLANDS
Middle East

FIJUYA
Paradise Rock Club
SING IT LOUD
Harper's Ferry
CRANKTONES

Midway Cafe

IpF
_^/T

Verg

Videostheon

,

Zak Jason

THE
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DYNAMICS, ACOUSTICS
McGuinn 121

By

Kristen House

Assoc. Arts & Review Editor
As Lwrite this, I have my sleeves pushed up and it's oddly warm
outside. I orderedan iced coffee this morning at the Chocolate Bar as
my inaugural cold drink of the year, and I'm in a strikingly chipper
mood. My friends, warm weather is on the way! As my punishment
for the previous statement, the next couple of days will probably hold.
one of the worst nor'easters that Massachusetts has ever seen.
In any event, I've picked three (well, actually two but more on
that later...) similarly chippervideos to capture this essence of spring
and warm weather for the week. Check out the comedic stylings of
Demetri Martin, the fresh new music video fromKelly Clarkson, and
the entertaining Sporcle.com. These two vids and one great Web site
can be your own personal kit for cheering up after you find yourself
slipping down the icy stairs in front 20 kids. You swear as you pull
yourselftogether that you heard snickering...

7

Preview for Important Things
with Demetri Martin. Martin's

2

"My Life Would Suck Without
You" Music Video.I just haven't
new show premieres this week
gotten this new Kelly Clarkson
on Comedy Central, and I say it's about song out of my system yet, and certainly
time that the man who got me thinking the music video matches the sassy energy
about the absurd morbidity of batteries of the single. Clarkson has officially hit a
("They have a s ?t life, they're either home run to get her out of her slump, and
if this song and single is representative of
working or they're dead"), the randomness of giving names to staple foods, and
what's to come, then it's going to be an
the unconscious processes behind putting awesome ride ahead. To watch Clarkson
flip-flops on in the morning ("what you're play hot and cold with a male interest, go
really saying is 'I hope I don't get chased to www.youtube.com and search "My Life
today...'") gets his own airtime.Check out
Would Suck Without You." Trust me when
this preview at www.comedycentral.com/ I say your life will suck if you don't look
U

j

\J

UMH

L4C.\.J

II in

I

.

Sporcle.com. This is admittedly
not a video and thus does not re?»/
ally belong in the 'Videos on the
Verge' section, but I can't resist. Honestly,
you'll thank me for thiswhenyou can't stop
playing these addicting games. Have the
urge totest how many Pokemoncharacters

f\
~\

you can remember or

if you can name all
the state capitals? Or maybe your interest
lies in naming the TV shows with character
namesas the clues. It's online gamingwith
a somewhatacademic flourish, and really
not a bad way to pass die time when you
should've been doing that paper. Go to
www.sporcle.com totest your skills.

PHOTOS

2
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TV
'Idol'

Freshness

what We're Uatching

BC TUBE

By

John Delfino

Heights

Staff

1. Scrubs

One

of the best presents I've
gotten from my parents
is a waterproof, portable
iHome. This glorious device
allows.me to play my iPod in the
shower, which everyone knows is
prime karaoke territory; so when the songs are shuffling through, I try to
think which tunes would be the best fit for my American Idol audition.
After hours of showers and a variety of songs, I've decided on Bon Jovi's
"Wanted Dead or Alive." The way I hit the Ritchie Sambora "wanted" is
something I wish I could put on a resume.
The reason I mention the hypotheticalsituation of me being on Idol is
to bring attention to the larger conundrum of song choice. Season after
season, song after song, the judges have told the contestants that song
choice is everything. Season after season, song after song, I've wanted
the judges to shut up about song choice already; I was convinced that if
a singer was good, he or she could sing anything.
This season, I've had a change of heart. Hollywood week has convinced
me that song choice is key to a great performance. There were some
peopleI remembered loving in the auditionswho picked songs like "Before
He Cheats," only to find,themselves paling in comparison to former Idol
Carrie Underwood.There were people who I didn't think about who caught
my attention with interesting tunes like "Hey There Delilah," bringing
something new to the table by switching up the original melody. With
this in mind, I've come up with two rules for the lucky 36 semifinalists:
DON'T sing a song that a past winner, or even fourth runner-up, has sung.
You won't be able to get away from the comparisons. DO change up any
song you can find and make it your own. I'm not talking season seven's
Kristy Lee Cook during Beatles' week here, but I am talking David Cook's
version of "Always Be My Baby."
On a separate but equally important note, I'd like to take this time
to thank Idol producers for finally switching it up in season eight. The
addition of the new judge, Kara, is one that I have welcomed, as she
has proven to be a mix of Simon's brutality and Paula's uselessness. But
even small things have changed, like the reversion to 36 semifinalistsand
the use of a "judge's mansion." Whatever changes appear in the future
though, I can assure you that one thing will not, and that is my devotion
to the blind contestant, Scott Mcintyre. Ryan Seacrest may have tried to
moronically high-five you, but Iwill pick up my phone and vote for you
10 times a day, any day.

-

ABC's fantastic dram-

edy is back for its eighth and final

season. Dr. John "JD" Dorian (Zach
Braff), his bromantic love interest
Turk (Donald Faison), and their
respective female love interests
. Eliot (Sarah Chalke) and Carta (Judy

Reyes) clear up every question the
seventh season left us with. The real
stars though are the secondary characters and the new bunch of interns
lend a hilarious new dimension to
the hospital and Neil Flynn as the
Janitoris still comedic gold. Watch it
on ABC on Tuesdays at 9 p.m.
-

2. Chuck Despite its one-name title, Chuck is another show that has flourished since becoming a true
ensemble piece. Although Zach Levi's title character
is not forsaken, the characterization of the beautiful
Sarah (Yvonne Strahdvski) and Casey (Adam Baldwin),
as well as other minor characters lends an air of reality to the show that deserves more credit than it has
received. Watch NBC on Mondays at 8 p.m.
3. Heroes After a long sabbatical, Heroes has returned,
and it does not disappoint. Nearly the entire cast of
characters returns, from Peter (Milo Ventimiglia) to the
loveable, albeit sort of annoying, Hiro (Masi Oka). Also
still present: the overwrought drama, awful writing, poor
effects, and spotty acting. And yet we still can't look
away. Watch it on NBC on Mondays at 9 p.m.
-

-

?

CLOSE-UP

L
f

Dollhouse's
~Eliza Dushku

J
1

with Tim Dahl
AAs. Dushku has been around for awhile now. You may remember her as the angry
cheerleaderwho hated being a cheerleader but eventually started to like cheerleading
in Bring It On, or in the short-lived series, TruCalling she would touch a dead body,
go back in time, and then save the dead body's life. Now she stars in Dollhouse, a
new series from the creators of Buffy the Vampire Slayer premiering this Friday at 9
p.m. on Fox.
Eliza plays Echo, a woman who lives as a dollfor an illegalorganization that wipes
out the personalities of their dolls and rents them out to their customers, after imprinting the dolls with whatever personality the customer desires. Eliza will basically
be playing a new character each week, ranging from a cold-hearted assassin to a very
expensive wedding date. Whether Dollhouse becomes a cult-classic or another Secret
Diary of Desmond Pfeiffer is all up to her acting ability. Good luck to her.
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 12,2009 the SCENE
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Music
Allen mingles hard edge with sweet pop

NEWS

+THE TEASER FOR

Heights Contributor

RELEASED ON TUESDAY.
WITH RAZOR-EDGED

Although she has received more attention
recently for her topless photos and drunken
antics than for her music, Lily Allen's focus
must have at least partially been on the latter. Her sophomorealbum, It's Not
Me, It's You, is a strong effort that
deftly blends her Brit-pop sound
with the nightclub-friendlysensibility that so strongly appeals to
the American market. The album
displays her brash and confident
personality that's gotten her so
much tabloid attention but also
shows her songwriting talents,
as the album is free of filler and
is rife with potential hit singles.
Allen wrote and recorded the album with producer GregKurstin, who is one halfof LA-based
indie group The Bird and The Bee, and has an
impressive resume that includes Beck, The Red
Hot Chili Peppers, and Kylie Minogue.
Album opener, "Everyone's At It", seamlessly blends Kurstin's Radiohead-esque synthesizer with Allen's pop sound, producing a
song that quickly convinces the listener the
album will be a worthwhilelisten. "Not Fair"
is a song about an underperforming lover
with a similarly danceable and poppy chorus.
The debut single, "The Fear," opens with a
gentle acoustic guitar but then progresses
into a synth and drum machine driven beat
thatblends perfectly with her gentle, melodic
vocals. This song will definitely be a major
club hit, as it'sfast-paced beat, punchy verse,
and strong chorus makes it an easy choicefor
any DJ or radio program manager.That being
said, the most interesting part of the song is
the juxtapositionbetweenAllen's profane and
dark vocals and the song's poppy, bubblegum
melody.
The album takes a jazzy turn with "22,"
a song that bemoans the struggles of single,

with Greg Kita
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NOTES

QUENTIN TARANTINO'S
WORLD WAR II FILM,
INGLORIOUS BASTARDS

By William Watkins

Off the Record

&

DIALOGUE AND POOLS
AND POOLS OF BLOOD,
THE MOVIE SEEMS
TO BE RESERVOIR

DOGS WITH
BUCK
SUITS AND
NICKNAMES

TRADED
IN FOR

SWASTIKAS
AND DOG TAGS.

older women but then falls flat with "I Could
Say." This song opens sounding like it was
written by Coldplay, but by the time it hits
the chorus, it sounds like it is straight from a
videogame, making it the album's only dud.
"BackTo The Start" picks the momentum back
up again, once again highlighting the indie
and synthesizer-happy sensibilities of Kevin
Durstin. Allen and Durstin are perhaps at their
most inventive with "Never Gonna Happen,"
a song that combinesaccordions with bubblegum pop, creating
a sound that both
"Allen manages to
polka fans and
teenie hoppers
can appreciate.
Allen would be
more serious toward the end of the album if it
weren'tfor her lyrics. "F-k You" is a Beatlesinfluenced anti-Bush song that nevergets more
intellectualthan its titlewould suggest. Allen
channels Lennon's melodic songwriting'but
can't pull off Bob Dylan's rhetoric. That said,
the song is one of the best on the album and
without its obscene, lyrics would have massive
radio potential. Fortunately for Allen's label,

Progressive metal is a genre
that might well go over the heads
of the casual listener; after all,
with song lengths oftentimes exceeding the 10-minute mark,.prog
metal doesn't exactly lend itself to
radio-friendliness. But it is within
this corner of the musical spectrum
that guitar-toting virtuosos, the
undergroundkings of the six-string
world, so often find their homes.
Among these kings, Dream Theater
reigns supreme.
After nine studio albums, six
live CDs, and almost 25 years,
Dream Theater has proven that
they have no intention of renouncing their throne. Originally playing
under the name Majesty, Dream
Theater was formed iri 1985 by
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"Who'd Have Known" has all the makings of
a hit single; an easily digestible pop melody
with similarly harmless lyrics.
Allen tries to get religious with "Him" but
has about as much lyrical success as she does
on ".F-k You". When she sings the clearly
forced, "Do you think he's ever been suicidal?/
His favorite band is Creedence Clearwater
Revival," the song's attempt at seriousness
is rendered futile. Feist and Norah Jones collide on the album's strong closer, "He Wasn't
There," a song
that goes so
Combine the
retro it sounds
like it is from
the 1940'5,

irtdiefrock

LIL WAYBE MADE A GUEST APPEARANCE
ON ESPN'S TALK SHOW AROUND THE
HORN.

+

R. KELLY HAS EMERGED FROM
TRAPPED IN THE CLOSETAND
ANNOUNCED HEWILL SOON
RELEASE A NEW ALBUM. DESPITE
REPORTS THAT IT
WOULD BE CALLED

12 PLAY: FOURTH

QUARTER, KELLY
CLAIMS IT WILL BE

CALLED UNTITLED.

complete with
manufactured microphone crackle.
It's Not Me, It's You is a strong album that
deservesboth commercialand critical success.
Lily Allen manages to combine the indie-rock
influence of her producerwith the bubblegum
pop sheis expected to produce, and the result
is a cohesive album that is immediatelycatchy
but gets more interesting with additional
listens. B+

a distinctive story arc or common praised for their technical protheme (perhaps the best known ficiency; it is not uncommon for
example of a concept album in the band to include fast-paced,
ing the Berklee College of Music popular music is Pink"Floyd's The synchronized instrumental in their
at the time; all three dropped out Wall). Dream Theater released music. Lyrically, Dream Theater
shortly thereafter to focus on the Metropolis Part 2: Scenes From
tends to focus on more serious
band. After enlisting Kevin Moore a Memory in 1999, which follows issues. In "The Glass Prison," Laßon keyboards and the experienced the story of a man named Nicholas rie sings of a man struggling with
vocalist Charlie Dominici, Dream discovering who he was in a past alcoholism.
Theater gained a stablefan base life, and Six Degrees of Inner TurDespite gaining a certain level
and played a slew of shows, cul- bulence in 2002,' which explores of success with Images and Words,
minating in the release of their the concepts of internal struggle Dream Theater has done their best
first album, When Dream and Day over two discs and over an hourto avoid the mainstream. But,
Unite, in 1989. However, their and-a-half of music. The former with seven studio albums under
virgin effort largelyslipped under of these two albums marked the their belt since then and a 10th
the radar.
premiere of Jordan Rudess as the on the horizon, this may well
Dream Theater has not been impermanent keyboardist for Dream prove an impossible task, even if
mune to the prog-rock tendency to Theater, who split ways with Moore certain songs do progress beyond
experiment with concept albums, five years earlier.
20 minutes. But, after all, it is
albums in which each song follows
Dream Theater is frequently progressive metal.
guitarist John Petrucci, bassist
John Myung, and drummer Mike
Portnoy, all of whom were attend-

Kweller croons and twangs on 'Horses'

In Stores
Next Week

it interesting. The track is a one-horse,
sleepy, western tune and seemsfitting for
the inspiration of a Texas native singersongwriter.

Joe Tardi
For The Heights
By

Changing Horses is the fourth studio
album released by Ben Kweller since his
adolescent band, Radish, disbanded in
1999. Born to a musical family, Kweller
displayed the gift of musical talent at a
young age, writing his first song on piano
when he was eight-years-old.Kweller plays
a numberof instruments, including piano,
guitar, harmonica, and drums, and on his
self-titled third album, he plays every instrumentalpart. Despite being able to pass
for a 14-year-oldin appearance, he has the
songwriting talentand instrumental ability
that musicians far older than him are still
trying to.stumble upon. Changing Horses is
a testament to this and Kweller's willing-

Album

ness to leap into experimentation.
Kweller's new album seems to be influenced by Bob Dylan, Johnny Cash, and
something indefinable that might just be
originality. Changing Horses could easily
have become a folk, singer-songwriter
work, and those roots can be heard underlying the music, but the country-feel
of the album is pushed by the breeze of
lap steel guitarblowing over every track.
Though omnipresent, the sound doesn't
get tiresome; the style is lazy and it works.
The first track on the album, "Gypsy Rose,"
is a country waltz thatfinds its foundation,
the bones of its musical body, in steady
bluegrass guitar picking that ebbs in the
background while thumping upright-bass
and sparse drums make up the meat of
the song. The rhythm break is what makes

Seemingly, the only downside to the
album is that the quiet bounce of some
of the tracks as they hop in three-fourths
time can make the album seem almost
homogenous at times, but this sentiment is quickly ushered away by tracks
like "Fight" and "Sawdust Man."Kweller
digs down to the country roots of rock
n' roll and exposes them to their fullest
in these moments. "Sawdust Man" is
a tough track whose name, lyrics, and
sound are bad ass. The song gets to the
heart of country rock with a charm that
in part stems from Kweller's confidence
and quirky lyrics: "I'm the Sawdust Man
/ I'm the music man / I'm the talk of
the town."The song has a wailing chorus
accompanied by Kweller's cracking voice
that gives its lyrics life, making it sound
like Kweller is really screaming from "on
top of the Greyhound station / won't you
please come home?"
The album is creative with great variety in sound and is a piece of stylistic experimentation that sounds more masterly
from years of experience. Notable tracks
on the album are "Gypsy Rose," "Sawdust
Man," "Old Hat," "Homeward Bound,"
and "Fight." Ifyour lookingfor something
more like "On My Way," "Sundresses," or
"Wasted and Ready" from Kweller's earlier work, you won'tget it. But Changing
Horses is just as catchy and maybe even
cleverer. Through clever lyrics and true
instrumentation Kweller gets at the heart
of rock n' roll, though not the one Huey
Lewis dreamed of. Perhaps that's for the
best (disclaimer: I love Huey Lewis and the
News). Changing Horses gets an A-

Merge Records

Hoobastank
For(n)ever

A-Lex

Island

Weathermaker Music

You-Kelly Clarkson
2. Single Ladies Beyonce
3. Heartless Kanye West
4. Just Dance Lady GaGa
5. Love Story Taylor Swift

n

-

-

-

-

(College

Albums

1. Animal Collective Merriweather
Post Pavilion
2. We Are Beautiful Los Compesinos
3. Matt and Kim-Grand
4. Glasvegas Glasvegas
5. David Byrne & Bryan Eno
Everything that Happens
-

-

-

-

SOURCE: QILLBOARD.COM
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Single
Fleet Foxes
"Mykonos"

The Pains of
Being Pure
at Heart \u25a0

Sepulture

Lost Highway

CHART TOPPERS

Album

Album

Morrissey
Years ofRefusal

M.Ward
Hold Time

Sub Pop

(

Slumberland Records

Having long since ditched the "diet
Incubus" act, Hoobastank picks up right
where they left off with "Every Man for
Himself," piloting a style of catchy yet
ultimately forgettable alt-rock. If you
can wade through the relationship angst
and ballad melodrama, there are some
worthy rockers to be heard like "All
About You" and "Gone Gone Gone."
However, the general lethargy of the
record makes this mostly a "fans only"
affair. (Oh yeah, and awful, awful album
title guys-). C+ Ben Shanbrom
-

There aren't too many bands in metal
today who write concept albums for great

literary works. With A-Lex, Brazilian
groovemetallers Sepultura do this for the
second time, dedicating the themeof their
first album sans Cavaleras to Anthony Burgesses' masterpiece, A Clockwork Orange.
The songs fit together effectively as one
collective piece of diverse thrashcore. It
drags a littleand the cover of Beethoven's
9th symphony is questionableat best, but
overall, A-lex proves another solid entry
late in this band's career. B B.S.
-

The debut album from the NewYork
noise poppers finishes just beyond the
30-minute mark. The half hour is packed
full of blanketing dissonance over gentle melodies as The Pains of Being Pure
at Heart channel the likes of The Jesus
and Mary Chain and contemporaries
like Vivian girls. The trio's droney hooks
aren't revolutionary, but thanks to its
simple and clever harmonies and timely
rhythm section, every verse or chorus
provides ample sing-a-long potential.
B+
Ethan Stevenson
?

Fleet Foxes keep finding ways to pump
their beautiful melodies through my
headphones. This time they continue their
trend of cute animatedvideos after their
claymation "White Winter Hymnal" video
on "Mykonos," from 2008's Sun Giant EP.
The bearded Washingtonians take a back
seat on the video as absolutely adorable
paper shapes fly, swim, tumble and trot
to accompany Robin Pecknold's beautiful
vocal backed by Fleet Foxes' signature harmonies, simple guitar strum and perfectly
subtle rhythm section. B E.S.
-

ALL ALBUM COVER PHOTOS COURTESY OF AMAZON.COM
the
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Arts

Budding
Spring 209

on-campus
events

Zak Jason and Kristen House
Arts and Review Editor, Assoc. Arts and Review Editor
By

For the first time since returning to campus from Winter Break,
we're beginning to see the grass. After a rrtonth of
blast of winter's worst perpetual snow sputteripgl and 20-below
wisps signs of spring begin to bud. The Dust Bowl is no longer a
film set for Siberia, and O'Neill Plaza is no longer aslip-and-slide
amohitheater. As the
warms and the snow sets later, trie
do yvesee this more
cafhpus emerges from,|frtoc©©fi.-NQwJiere
than in the ajrts community, where in'the coming weeks, artists,
actors, and performers display what they've %eeVi brewing in hibernation. From culture shows to film awards to dances to plays,
on-campus events offer something to awaken everyone.
-

line-up

-

The Book as Arf

wither

%*t:
,

-McMullen's new Spffng exhjbjt beginswit* The.
Book As Art: Artists' Books
Museum ofWojmeflin the Arts.
storytellers, nature,
turts nine theme
food and the body, autobiographies, dreamers
»f and magicians, historians, mothers, daughters,,
&*\u25a0 and wives, travelers, and inspiredjby the-musEsT*
With everything from recorded music emerging
from the pages of books to political commentary
to appreciation of
The Boo&aC
as
Art allows patrons,
the National Museum of
Women in the Arts (NMWA) states, to experience
books as "art objects in the forms of books." The
exhibit opens to the public on Mon., Feb. 14.
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Vanya
ThA4beafer department taXey&s
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theater department entices on its
person, everyone'sdtjealns afeunfijfflfled, VajayaP
explodes, a gun goes off, and life goes on." Uncle Vanya,
by Patricia
18-21
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The Baldwin Awards
Perhaps the flashiest, most polished,
and sadly, the most neglected spring
event, the Baldwin Awards serve as h
the Oscars of the Heights. Celebrating achievement in student-produced
; .fita, the Baldwins award winners*
I with golden statues of an eagle in 14
I categories, which include everything
sound editing to documentary ,
of the year.
jf to acting to best
With a red carpetla house band,
mounds of candy, afid tuxedos, the
Baldwins has all the pomp and swing
-j
of the Oscars, but
onAprihJT-,
grown feel. ChecMtoSfcif
at 7:30 p.m. in the Hfghts Room W-.
Corcoran Commons, k-,

\ Boston College Dance Ensemble
Spring Dance Show

;
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Watch as the culmination of many hours of rehearsals
comes to the stage at DE's spring show. It will be interest; ing to see how the unique songs, styling and costuming
together in this celebration of artistry and move? ment. This wiipDe the group's second
show of the year.
Running March 19-21.

ArtsFest

Sweet Charity
The theatre department of Boston
College brings this light and airy
musical to the stage in the thick of
springtime. The plot centers on main
r character Charity who works each
£ day in a dance hall while vivacious
New York City whirs behind her.
Watch the students of BC bring the
story of this earnest character to life.
Certainly, there won't be a shortage
of catchy tunes as Charity contains
"Big Spender," "If My Friends Could
See Me Now," and "Baby, Dream
Your Dream." Get caught up in
the love, life, and sheer excitement
that this show will bring to the
stage. Running April 22 April 26.
-

The high I ight of the sprifig semester,
ArtsFest 2009, a mammoth three-day
spectacle across campus but centered
in O'Neill Plaza, will include virtually
every facet of on-campus arts talent,
both in organized clubs and individual artists. Running constantly from
10 in the morning until 10 at night,
ArtsFest offers patrons the opportunity to indulge in everything from a
marathon excursion to light dabbling
here and there dance showcases, a
musical, an a cappella show, paintings, and drawings across the plaza,
even chalk sketches on the ground
of the plaza. If you leave your dorm
during these three days, you physically can't miss the ArtsFest. Check it
out between April 23 25.

A

-

-
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Rants
Renaissance man: the chronicles

of one guy's attempt at perfection
statesman, but even he thought his "industry"
needed improvement. I also acknowledge the
probable lack of interest of The Heights' readership in my personal growth, so I shall try not
to exhaustively indulge with autobiographical
accounts.
Instead of focusing on me, I plan to raise
everyone's morality level by revealing how
others have failed to accomplish Franklin's
virtues. From Nick Nolte's infamous mug shot's
revolt against cleanliness to Lil' Wayne's lack
of concern for humility, people in the spotlight
give us an overabundance of dreadful examples
on which to build our moral character.
These words aren't exclusively meant for
criticism of course I wholeheartedly hope that
themistakes of celebrities will serveas the foolish child burning his hands on the scalding stove
for us, so we can not only keep our hands away
from troubles, but also constructively build on

New This Week
Movies
1.

Confessions of a

Shopaholic
2. The International
3. Friday the 13tb
DVDs

1.

Nights in Rodanthe
W.
3. Miracle at St. Anna
\u25ba

2.

4. Frozen River

?

By Ethan Stevenson
Asst. Arts & Review Editor

At the age of 20, United States'
founding father and $100 bill centerpiece
Benjamin Franklin developed 13 virtues
toward his "arduous project of arriving at
moral perfection." Wishing to live "without
committing any fault at any time," Franklin
sought to reach perfection by pursuing
temperance, silence, order, resolution,
frugality, industry, sincerity, justice,
moderation, cleanliness, tranquility, chastity,
and humility. After defining right and wrong,
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?? last week's column, I discussed
the role of crappy chick flicks during
this time of year and how they relate to Valentine's Day. What I forgot to mention, however, is another
genre that has an even bigger role on
Valentine's Day the horror film.
There is one reason Friday the
13th is coming out this weekend when
Halloween is eight months away: dates
and horror movies go together like
Norman Mailer and stabbing Women.
The tension of the horror film just
naturally brings young men and women
closer in a culturally accepted way.
Scared females press against their men
for comfort, and the males love it.
There might be many feminists
-
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he wrongly assumed that choosing between
them would be simple and soon dubbed his
task exasperating. Bad habits are difficult
to break and even for one of our country's
intellectual ancestors, sometimes "inclination
was too strong for reason." Franklin's
convictions persevered "I concluded that it
was our interest to be completely virtuous
that contrary habits must be broken and good
ones acquired and established."
Just like Franklin, I believe that my climb
up the Mt. Olympus of morality will surely be a
strenuous one, but achievable. My diligence may
not be up to the level of the famous inventorand
-

...

critical of my gender stereotypes, but
the point is that the people who don't
fit these stereotypes don't go to horror
films on dates. The horror film instills
that certain cheesy fear that makes us
all need the comfort of another human
being. You see, guys and girls know that
horror films just bring out insecurities
(although rational ones) that will bring
us closer than 10 shots of liquor in the
Mods well, I guess that depends on
the liquor and the Mod.
The truth is, people hardly see horror films for anything but "the date."
The plot lines are ridiculous, the acting
is terrible, the excessive gut spills are
just absurd, and the same film techniques have been used for the past 35
years. Yes, there are fans of the genre,
but they exist entirely because of the
genre's camp nature, the "it's so bad
it's good" thing. Although counterintuitive, the overload of red blood matches
the Valentine's Day symbol of the
heart. They are made for romance.
I can see the set of Friday the 13th
now. After a gruesome scene, the di-

the miserable realities of others.
Franklin knew his laundry list of virtues was
too much to work on simultaneously, so he
worked on one virtue each week and left "all
the others to their ordinary chance." I plan to
do the same, exploiting the considerableshortcomings of other individuals for the benefit of
my mood and quest for moral perfection.
My hunt for others' deficiencies will be
thorough. No one should feel safe from my
gaze. Oft-perceived role models and persons
of honor will be fully scrutinized. I will be
ruthless and unapologetic.So until next time,
acknowledge right and wrong, strive to utilize
reason instead of inclination even when you
are tempted. Moral perfection is not far away
especially when so many people just love
to screw up.
-

\u25ba Rodanthe follows the whirlwind romance of Adrienne Willis
(Diane Lane) and Dr. Paul Flanner
(Richard Gere) that ensues after
the pair gets trappedtogether at
a beach house in the thick of a
storm. If you're up for a heavy

dose ofchick flick, then purchase
this DVD and settle in with a
hearty pint of Ben 6 Jerry's.

-

rector must certainly have said, "Cut!
Guys, that was great. We are going to
get some guys laid all over the country." If their intention was to scare us,
they wouldn't use the same damn villain 16 times in a row. But then again,
it is Hollywood.
I know this is Boston College. I
know we don't go on dates. And I
know I brought this up last week.

But guys (and girls) give this movie
a chance if you want to make that
move to second base this weekend.
Every movie has a purpose, and
modeling as the perfect date movie is
pretty much the ONLY purpose horror
movies have. The bottom line: horror
movies bring people together better than President Obama himself
especially now.
...
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The MJ

Up!

As you know, it's Black History Month. Thanks to my
spin instructor, I've been walking around campus singing
tunes by James Brown, Gloria Gaynor, and the Jackson 5. In
a celebration of one of my favorite artists, I give you the MJ.

Now, I'm sure you've heard one of my favorite jokes: a kid asks
his mom if God is black or white, man or woman, and she tells him neither God
is above human form. The kid thinks and then asks if Michael Jackson is really God.
Sacrilege but hilarious, forgive me. There's no denying the tremendous impact that
MJ has had on the entire music industry and our lives. He pioneered rhinoplasty,
taught us the moonwalk. And of course Free Willy's moment with "Will You Be There"
in the background?! Like the star that began as a black man and has evolved into a
white woman, we shall create a decadent, mysterious cocktail -it don't matter if
it's Black Or White.
So this is a bit complicated much like the King of Pop himself. Put on "BillieJean"
and call seven friends because this recipe makes eight shots. Warm the milk and sugar
on low in a saucepan, stirring occasionally. Break up your chocolate bar into a bowl
and microwave it at 15-second intervals, stirring in between.The chocolateshould be
soft after about 45 seconds. Stir the warm milk into the
melted chocolate until blended. Fill each shot glass with
?5 ounces milk
about a one-half ounce or one-third of the way with the
chocolate and add a one-half ounce of Kahlua. Do this
?1 Hershey's bar
for each shot glass, then add ice cream. If you're feeling
?4 ounces Kahlua liqueur
crazy, you can add some whipped cream too!
?vanilla ice cream
Raise your glass to Black History Month, the enigma
?1 tablespoon sugar
that is Michael Jackson and Drink Up!
-

-

-
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Wingin's

Museum of Fine
Art

with Claudia Huapaya

Recently, while procrastinating In the library,
I came across an article on Boston.com on the
top 10 places in Massachusetts to get Buffalo
wings. To my amazement, the destination of
choice was Buff's Pub, located-right around the
corner from Boston College.
Knowing that I love Wings, I thought this
supposed wing haven deserved a visit. Walking
in, it was everything I expected.A hole in the
wall tavern with that cozy old time sports bar
feel. With no more than 15 small tables, large
parties are hard to accommodate. With three .
large flat screen TV's and a Buffalo head on the
wall, this seems like the perfect place to watch
a game or catch a quick bite to eat.
My friend and I both ordered tenders instead of wings (less messy at lunch time before
class). To see what Buff's had to offer, we got honey-barbeque and buffalo-flavored.As we
waited for our food, we watched as the other customers (most of whom ordered heaping
plates of Buffalo wings), wiped their brows and eyes to keep the sweat and tears away.
Once we had our food, both sets of tenders were outstanding. The chicken was soft and
juicy, while at the same time only lightly breaded. The light breading produced a soft
tender, as opposed to chicken tenders at late night which mostly resemble rocks. Both sets
of tenders were also full of flavor. The buffalo was not as hot as we expected. Both meals
came with fries and a side of blue cheese that was smooth and tasty.
Overall, Buff's provided top-notch food. Their menu extends beyond wings as well,
offering a range of sandwiches, burgers, salads, and
~>
/" Buffs Pub
entrees. They also have a wide variety of beers and a
full
bar. If your looking for a homey atmosphere, a well
Washington
317
St
cooked and filling meal, and maybe a beer or two, Buff's
Newton, AAA 02458
is a must. AV(617)332-9134
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Night at the Museum 2 comes out this summer, so as a community we should
prepare for the release of this guaranteed blockbuster by visiting a museum
ourselves. If you were turned off by natural history museums after the first
movie, visiting the Museum of Fine Arts (MFA) in Boston would be a step in the
right direction. There are no dead bodies or wax figures with the potential to
come to life, just masterpiece after masterpiece, displaying the great artistic
talents of varying world cultures throughout human history.
Right off the bat, you will notice that the MFA is undergoing a period of
construction and renovation. This in no way affects its performance as purveyor
of art culture, and should not be a deterrent in your decision to visit. Anyone
with a class inside Gasson Hall will feel right at home. Plus, Boston College has
a deal with the MFA, allowing students admissionfor free a word with special
meaning during this economicclimate.
The inside atmosphere is very clean and quiet, like a library only bettersince
it doesn'thave any books to put you asleep. The curators and docents are always
present in the background to help answer questions and they won'tbother you
unless you touch something. I was able to rub the photo of Sinead O'Connor's
head three times before I got a warning. I don't suggest doing that; it's disrespectful to the artist, though O'Connor herself probably wouldn't care.
The main galleries are divided by culture, including American, European,
Asian, African, and ancient cultures. The most exciting is the Egyptian exhibit.
There are no still-life art or famous vases, but full scale, imposing statues and
walls that could easily crush a man. When you walk through there, you have the
feeling that they could come to life and kill you if you cough near the wrong
sarcophagus.
My favorite exhibitwould have to be the photos modern photography exhibit,
probably because my unenlightened mind cannot yet fully grasp the subtleties
ofVan Gogh or colonialwoodencabinets. This area seemed more down-to-earth
and proves that art can be made from even the most uninteresting of things.
The best photo was of some guy playing MarioKart on a couch in Las Vegas. If
I believed in Facebook, my page would have hundreds of pictures of me doing
the same just in my parent's basement.
All in all, the MFA is a fascinating place to visit for free for any Bostonarea college student, and anyone with next-to-no artisticknowledge will find
-

?

something to enjoy.
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BORED IN CLASS?
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PuzzL£s By Michael Mepham
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Directions: The Sudoku is played over a 9x9
grid. In each row there are 9 slots, some ofwhich
are empty and need to be rilled.
Each row, column and 3x3 box should contain
the numbers 1 to 9. You must follow these rules:
Number can appear only once in each row
Number can appear only once in each column
Number can appear only once in each 3x3
box
The number should appear only once on row,
?

?

?

.

?

1

Sudoku Answers See Page 11

1 Undue speed
6 111-smelling
10 Temple
14 To the max

n ?r?

Kierkegaard
63 Cantor and
Lupino

64 Self images
65 "Don Quixote"
sculptor

stand up

and

STAND IUT

Meetings are Monday's at 5:30 p.m. in the
Eagle's Nest. Send your questions, comments,
and ideas to reviewLdibcheights.com
10
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10 Three-time
Masters winner
11 Succulent herb
12 Contents
abbreviation
13 Big time units
of
19 Brian
Ireland
21 "Enterprise" or

.
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"Voyager"
23 Admirer of Betty

Grable?
24 Organism
requiring oxygen
25 Pre-election
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Turn to page 11
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period

28

Long-lasting
plants

29 One soprano
30 Western state
31 Radon and neon
33 Heaviness
meas.
35 Possesses
36 Actor Linden
44 Singer Billy
46 Potassium
carbonate

AS YOU KNOW. WE HAVE TO LAY
OFF PERSONNEL. INEEP TO PECIPE
WHICH OF YOU THREE TO LET GO:

Write for Arts and Review!
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1 Focal point
2 Entire amount
3 "Fat City" star
4 Musical groups
5 Pincered insect
6 Cut loose
7 Not of this world
8 Take offense
9 Hebrew letter
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38 Keen
39 Pub quaffs

62 Theologian
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28 Basque city
29 Sprocket
32 Cultivated
34 Alter a skirt
36 Round dance
37 Castle defense

43 Bk. after Ezra
44 Lively dance
45 Quick drink
47 Future fish
48 Jazz style
49 Luanda folk
51 Show devotion
54 String group
55 Austrian auto
racer
57 Caribbean island
60 Office time
61 Jack's tote
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breeze
20 Home for Elsie
22 "Golden Boy"
playwright
23 Applies thickly
25_..-Magnon
26 Comic scream ,
27 Part of m.p.g.

41 Hebrew prophet
42 Ships'records

p
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15Jumble
16 Countertenor
17GOPfounder
18 Shaped by the

40 Fundamentals
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48 Features of
fedoras
49 TV sound

52 Conked out
53 Gumbo
staple

component

50 "Bad, Bad

'

Brown"

51 Opposing side
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54 Bog
56 Gibbon, e.g.
58 Risked sum
59 Picnic invader
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"Whatever you do, don't exercise."

"'

accept the cult's terms and conditions'?
I've never seen that before."
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OMFashionG!
Fall Fashion Week
By

Deanna

Rakowsky

As many may or may not know, the time
has come for yet another highly anticipated
fall fashion week. Kick-starting in the "Big
Apple" and concluding in the "City of Lights,"
fashion week will present the fall collections of
top-tier global fashionistas. Peppering the fall
fashion runways with the newest and hottest
trends, the world's fashion demigods include
the ever-pleasing Versace, Prada, Diane von
Furstenberg, Givenchy, Vivienne Westwood,
and much more. As we eagerly wait for the
runway shows to commence on Feb. 13, let's
examine fashion and the current trends being
predicted for the fall streets of Paris, the
ultimate fashion capital of the world.
The Eiffel Tower and mouthwatering crepes
alone could lure anyone to Paris, but Paris'
renowned reputation of high status in the
fashion arenaserves as yet another attraction
of the French capital. The most prestigious of
Parisian fashion avenues is indubitably the Avenue des Champs-Elysees. Located in the heart
of the city, the Avenue des Champs-Elysees
offers tourists and wealthy customers an-array
of beautifully designed showrooms and store
windows, highlighting only the finest threads
and products of Paris. This irrefutably includes
Chanel, Louis Vuitton, Dolce fit Gabana, and
Gucci. Using an extremely simple Parisian
metro system, it is understandable that local
Parisians and travelers alike pay the Avenue des

Champs-Elysees frequent visits.
With fall fashion week just around the corner, the French are certainly, preparing to look
their finest as fashion gurus pour into this European fashion powerhouse. French fashion blogs
have already begun to debate which hottest
new ready-to-wear piece will be chosen as the
"it" piece for the upcoming fall season. Some
have said that the military-styled jacket will be
the one earmarked this time. Despite the fact
that these just seem to be normal fashion blogs
exchanging daily thoughts, they are in actuality
highly influential of what youngsters will be
wearing on the streets. Continuously uploading photos and opinions of what Parisians are
wearing on the streets, these fashion-devoted
bloggers may also be aiding ready-to-wear
fashion designers with innovative ideas as to
what the youthful generations are looking to
strut down the streets of Paris.
A few bloggers have even managed to obtain
previews for some of the top-scale designers,

such as Roberto Cavalli. With many of these
images available online, it is clear that Cavalli
utilizes the typical dark color palette for his
pieces. In particular, he incorporates many
navy blues and grays into his collection. Darker
color choices are typical for most collections
from the fall fashion designers. Nonetheless,
it will be exciting to see who creates the most
unique and modish attires for the runway.
PHOTOS COURTESY OF DKSTINAI lON3hO.COM AND MILLIONLOOKS.COM

Chris Brown 'running it' to the big house

in & out

In: Lily Alien
Out: Adeie
in: Sporcle

Out: Bottle Spin
"

by TMZ, gave the victim's

name as Robyn Fenty Rihanna's real
name. Earty Monday afternoon, TMZ's inside source stated that
-

Rihanna had suffered visible contusions and bite marks, but
despite several reports there was no weapon used in the attack.
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Not even 24 hours after the news broke, Wrigley, the gum
company, announced that they would "suspend the current advertising featuring Brown and any related marketing communication." Wrigley did not admit to dropping him completely, but will
wait for the outcome of the case. On Tuesday afternoon, Brown's
"Got Milk?" campaign was also terminated.The company is "taking the allegations against Chris Brown very seriously... (his) ad
was launched last fall and is scheduled to end this week."
On Tuesday, more specific details were released with regards
to Rihanna's injuries. Police have taken pictures and sources
claim the abuse was "horrific." The singer suffered serious
bruises on her face that caused swelling in addition to a split lip
and bloody nose. There were bite marks visible on her arms and
fingers. Rihanna's grandmother, Clara Brathwaite, has spoken
out saying, "I don't want people to worry. Rihanna is fine and
she is doing well." Despite what her grandmother says, Rihanna
is understandably laying low. The singer cancelled her 21st
birthday party and postponed a concert in Malaysia. These are
very serious allegations and hopefully everything will be worked
out soon.
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By Meghan Thomsen
Michael Phelps and Christian Bale can breathe a deep sigh
of relief because they are so last week's news. The only thing
people are talking about now is the downfall of Chris Brown.
Just a quick disclaimerbefore we get into all the details: this
information is alleged, so Brown has yet to be proven guilty for
any of the facts reported in this article. On Sunday night, fans
were perplexed when both Brown and girlfriend Rihanna were
absent from the Grammy's red carpet. After it was announced
neither would be performing as scheduled, TMZ discovered
Brown was being investigated by the LAPD for an assault on a
female, who was unknown at the time.
The altercation took place at 12:30 p.m. and a 911 call was
placed when a passerby heard yelling and noticed the woman
had visible injuries. Before the police could arrive, Brown fled
the scene, leaving the woman in the car. Later Sunday evening,
Brown turned himself into the police, was booked, and subsequently posted his $50,000 bail. On Monday morning, the LA.
Times identified Rihanna as the victim in the assault, using their
source within the LAPD. The crime report, which was later read
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